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STELLINGEN

Ten onrechte houdt Collins bij zijn vergelijking van een
ionisatie-detector met een excitatie-detector geen rekening
met de eindige transmissie van het noodzakelijke massafilter.
F.G. Collins, Rev. Soi. Instv.

44 (1973) 647.

Bij de excitatie van een bundel atomen met behulp van een
electronenbundel geeft een loodrechte oriëntatie van beide
bundels een kleinere hoekspreiding van de resulterende
metastabiele atomen dan een parallelle oriëntatie. Dit is
in tegenstelling tot datgene wat door Rundel et al. wordt gesteld.
R.D. Rundel, F.B. Dunning, and R.F. Stebbings,
Rev. Sai. Instr. 45_ (1974) 116.
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 5.

Het transport van een laserbundel in een glasvezel resulteert
in laserlicht dat op macroscopische schaal volledig is
gedepolariseerd. Bij het optisch pompen van een bundel vrije
atomen is hierdoor de modulatiediepte maximaal, omdat alle
magnetische subtoestanden geëxciteerd kunnen worden.
J.P.C. Kroon, wordt gepubliceerd.

Bij de beschrijving van absorptie en gestimuleerde emissie van
straling geeft het gebruik van de grootheid werkzame doorsnede
(met dimensie oppervlak) een duidelijker kwantitatief beeld
dan de gebruikelijke beschrijving met de B-coefficient van
Einstein.

Uit gelijktijdige relatieve metingen van de totale en van de
kleinehoek-differentiële werkzame doorsnede kan de absolute
waarde van de totale werkzame doorsnede bepaald worden.
Hierbij wordt het probleem van de absolute dichtheidsbepaling
van de secundaire bundel vermeden. Dit voordeel wordt in
belangrijke mate tenietgedaan door de zware eisen met
betrekking tot de lineariteit van de detectieketen.

Bij het optisch detecteren van metastabiele edelgasatomen
biedt het voordelen om de ultraviolet resonantiefotonen
te detecteren in plaats van de fluorescentiefotonen in het
zichtbare gebied, zoals gebruikelijk.

De in de BUOZ-nota voorgestelde financiering van het
wetenschappelijk onderzoek aan universiteiten en hogescholen
zal de toch al geringe geneigdheid van wetenschappelijke
onderzoekers om zich in een nieuw vakgebied te verdiepen
in sterke mate verkleinen.

Voor het brandstofverbruik is de rijstijl van de automobilist
minstens even belangrijk als de constructie van de auto. Het
is daarom verbazingwekkend dat de fabrikant enerzijds de
constructie van de auto optimaliseert, maar anderzijds de
automobilist de instrumentatie onthoudt die informatie geeft
over zijn rijstijl.

Gezien de in de sport gebruikelijke sancties op zware
overtredingen en die op een daaropvolgende reactie, is
het gezegde "de eerste klap is een daalder waard" binnen
de sport geheel van toepassing.
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1. Introduction
1.1

Aim of the experiment

In the molecular beam group at the Eindhoven University of
Technology elastic scattering experiments are performed with the
purpose to measure the velocity dependence of both the total cross
section and the small angle differential cross section for inert gas
systems. For these experiments we use the time-of-flight (TOF)
technique in order to cover in one experiment a broad velocity region.
This way we eliminate drift of the measuring equipment and increase
the relative accuracy of the measurements at different velocities.
The research on molecular beam sources is an important element of the
research program of our group (Hab77, Bey75). The aim is twofold, i.e.
the achievement of a better fundamental understanding of the operation
of the beam source as well as the development of well determined
primary and secondary beam sources to perform scattering experiments.
Cross section experiments have to be performed over a wide
velocity range, in order to get accurate information to discriminate
between the different potential models advocated in the literature.
In the past much effort has been invested in the development of
molecular beam sources in the thermal energy range (E _<_ O.I eV)
(Hab77, Bey75).
The first aim of the experiments described in this thesis was
the development of a molecular beam source for ground state and
metastable state atoms in the superthermal energy range (0.2-10 eV),
with a broad velocity spectrum.
For the production of fast ground state atoms resonant charge
exchange of an ion beam with ground state atoms in a collision chamber
is very efficient in the case of high energies. For energies E ^ 10 eV
the intensity is severely limited by space charge effects in the ion
beam. The method of seeded beams (ground state atoms) results in high
19 ~\ ~ 1 —2
intensities (10
s sr mm ) with narrow velocity distributions in
the desired energy range. However, for accurate measurements of the
velocity dependence of the total and small angle differential cross
section, their applicability is limited due to the narrow velocity
spread.

Fast metas table atoms can be produced by the process of near
resonant charge transfer (GÏ176, Gil76a, Mor73) of the noble gas ion
with the corresponding ground state alkali atom, with the same
limitations as mentioned above. Electron excitation of a ground state
molecular beam is limited to thermal energies with intensities of
10

s

sr

mm

(Bru77). The method of seeded beams (e.g. Ar in a He

carrier gas) can only be used if the experiment can discriminate
between metastables of the carrier gas and the trace element.
Our method is based on the production of a molecular beam from
an approximately 50% ionized plasma with the densities at such a value
that the ion temperature T. approaches the electron temperature T .
With T

in the order of 3-10 eV the ion temperature will vary from

0.2 to a few eV. Fast ground state atoms are produced in collisions
between ions and atoms, i.e. charge exchange and elastic collisions.
This results in ground state atoms in the desired velocity range.
Because the intensity of the resulting neutral beam depends on the
product of the neutral and ion density, we expect optimum results for
a highly (%50%) ionized plasma. Fast metastable state atoms are produced by collisions between electrons and fast ground state atoms
(excitation) and between ions and slow metastable atoms with charge
exchange. Maximum intensities are expected for high T

and a high

neutral density.
As these plasma conditions are met in a magnetically stabilized
Hollow Cathode Arc (HCA), we have chosen to use this type of discharge
(fig.

I.I).
The choice of molecular beam production from a HCA directly leads

us to the second aim of our work, i.e. the investigation on the usefulness of the method of molecular beam sampling as a plasma diagnostic.
In general little is known about the neutral particles in the plasma,
although they play an important role in the energy balance of the
plasma. Molecular beam sampling of fast ground state atoms provides

cathode

plasma
O

ring
anode

n.n»
molecular beam
sampling orifice

Fig. 1.1
Schematic of the process
of molecular beam
sampling of a HCA.

detailed information on the velocity distribution of the ions and
combined measurements of both the fast ground state atoms and the
metastable state atoms give information on

he electron temperature

in the plasma.
Recent years have shown a growing interest in cold-plasma/gasblanket research in fusion type (Tokamak) plasmas. The aim of this
research is to study the protection of a hot plasma against interaction
with the walls of the discharge vessel by applying an impermeable layer
around the plasma core. Molecular beam sampling of the cold plasma
(temperatures < 100 eV) could yield valuable information on the
temperature and density in the gas-blanket.

1.2

Contents of the thesis

In chapter 2 we briefly review previous work done on the HCA.
Also the general principles of operating a HCA are described.
In chapter 3 we present the theoretical models describing the
process of molecular beam sampling of a plasma. We also deduce from
these models implications for our experiments.
Chapter 4 deals with the design of the HCA. We have used three
sources. The most recent model is described most extensively. Also the
time-of-flight machine and the dye laser system used in our experiments
are discussed very briefly.
In chapter 5 a new method of detecting ground state particles is
described, which is aspecially suited for high velocity particles.
In chapters 6 and 7 experimental results of the molecular beam
sampling of fast ground state atoms and metastable state atoms are
presented and compared with the theoretical models described in
chapter 3.

1.3

Miscellaneous

We shall use throughout this thesis Si-units. However, the
pressure and the temperature are often expressed in Torr and eV,
respectively; note that 1 Torr = 133.33 Pa and 1 eV/k = 11600 K.
This is in accordance with current use of these units in plasma
physics.

2. Hollow cathode arcs

In the first paragraph we describe the characteristic features
of operating a HCA. The second paragraph deals with a short review
on previous work on a HCA3 especially on those sublects which are
relevant for the workt presented in this thesis. For a more detailed
and elaborate review on the operation of a HCA the reader is referred
to Delcroix (Del?4). In this paper more than a hundred published
exp-rimental studies have been recorded, mostly concerning the
external plasma column. Finally we will discuss very briefly the ion
energy balance as derived by Braginskii (Bra65). In this section we
also use the theoretical and experimental results described by Pots
(Pot79).
2.1

General principle of operating a HCA

A HCA consists of a hollow cathode of a refractory metal (Ta, W ) ,
an anode and usually an axial magnetic field. Gas feed takes place
through the hollow, cathode. The most characteristic feature of a HCA
is the hot cathode with the hot spot a few cathode diameters from the
cathode orifice. This hot spot is called the active zone. Inside the
cathode a thin cathode sheath of a few tens of microns exists, with a
voltage drop of 10-40 V (fig. 2.1). Electrons are emitted from the hot
cathode wall by (probably field enhanced) thermo-emission and are
accelerated in the cathode voltage drop, gaining enough energy for the
excitation and ionization (direct and stepwise) of the neutral gas.
The cathode has a steady state temperature by the balance of the
energy input by mainly ions, metastables and photons and energy loss
by mainly radiation. For a tantalum and tungsten cathode this
temperature is 2500 K and 3000 K, respectively.
The external plasma, the positive column, is characterized by a
high purity and a high ionization degree (10-90%). Ion and electron
19 20 —3
densities are of the order of 10 -10 m . The electron temperature
T varies between 3 and 10 eV while the ion temperature T. <_T .

Fig. 2.1
The upper part shows the plasma
penetration inside the hollow
cathode. In the lower part a
typical temperature profile of
a tantalum cathode is given.

2.2

Review on the use of a HCA

Concerning studies on the operation of a HCA we can divide the
arc into two regions, i.e. the internal plasma column and the external
plasma column.
The external plasma column has been studied most extensively both
experimentally and theoretically. Atomic excitation processes are
described by a collisional radiative model, which shows fair agreement
with the experiments (Pot79, Mul80). The energy balance, transport
properties and wave phenomena have been the subject of many studies.
Only few experiments have been performed concerning the internal
plasma column and the cathode mechanism, due to the high temperature
and the small dimensions of the cathode. A theoretical model on this
subject is described by Ferreira (Fer76).
The first results on a HCA are published by Lidsky et al. (Lid62).
In this work various cathode dimensions, cathode materials, injected
gases and electrode configurations are discussed. From their
observations they find that the hot spot is located at a point where
the product of the pressure inside the cathode p
inner diameter d

and the cathode

reaches a certain value given by p d

% 1 Torr cm.

Delcroix et al.(Del68), however, found on the basis of a calculation
from gas flow conditions, that the pressure at the location of the hot
spot was approximately constant and given by p

Sj 2 Torr. The length

of the internal plasma column lc • ., i.e. the distance between the
cathode orifice and the hot spot, decreases with increasing flow rate

and decreasing cathode diameter (Fer76). Lidsky found that the best
results on operating a HCA are achieved for a tantalum cathode fed
with Ar and most of the work, reported afterwards, dealt with this
combination. Several electrode configurations can be used. The most
commonly used configuration is the so called end anode configuration
where the electrodes are aligned axially, i.e. along a static magnetic
field. A second configuration is the ring anode configuration where
the ring anode is centered around the tip of the cathode and the
plasma is terminated by a reflector electrode (Lid62). The first
measurements on both configurations are reported by van der Sijde
(Sijd72, Sijd72a, Sijd72b). From his measurements we can conclude that
the ring anode configuration

results in higher ion temperatures than

the end anode configuration, as was already pointed out by Lidsky.
Because of the first aim of our experiments, i.e. the development of
a molecular beam source for fast ground state atoms, we have chosen
for the ring anode configuration. In the following we shall denote the
so called reflector electrode by end anode.
Boeschoten (Boe74) has performed measurements on a HCA in the end
anode configuration. He finds an axial ion temperature dependence given
by 2\ = Ti (z = lOext)

exp (- ( ^ ^

coordinate in the plasma and z = I

- z)/\)f

where z is the axial

, corresponds to the end of the

cathode region and the end anode is located at z = 0. These results
have been confirmed by measurements of Timmermans (Tim81). As we will
see ir? section 2.3, T. depends on the ratio of the electron density
and the neutral density (Pot79).
The cathode region is characterized by a fast rise in the ion
temperature and z = t

, corresponds to the maximum of the ion

temperature. The ion temperature at z = I

, increases linearly with

increasing arc length. From measurements of Pots (Pot79) and Boeschoten
(Boe74) we can conclude that the electron c.q. ion density increase
towards the cathode. We also can expect that the neutral density will
increase nearby the cathode due to the gas feed through the cathode.
Therefore optimum conditions for a molecular beam source for fast
ground state atoms can be expected close to the cathode where we have
high densities and temperatures.
The processes inside the hollow cathode have been extensively
studied by Ferreira (Fer76), for an Ar fed HCA with tantalum cathode.
He describes the energy degradation of the fast electrons, coming from

the cathode wall and accelerated in the positive sheath, by analysing
the flux of the electrons in velocity space. The most important energy
loss mechanisms for the fast electrons are the inelastic electron-atom
collisions, i.e. excitation to the 4s and 4p levels and d,i-rect
ionization. This study on the cascading of the fast electrons gives
for each process the mean number of collisions per electron as a
function of the initial energy of the electron.
An earlier theory (Tri70) describes that metastable densities in
19 -3
the order of 10
m
can be expected in a HCA. However, the only
metastable destruction mechanisms considered are the volume
recombination and surface de-excitation upon the wall. Destruction
by slow electrons has not been taken into account. Measurements
17-3
(Ric72) show a metastable density of 10
m . In order to solve this
*
discrepancy Ferreira made a careful analysis on the metastable density
inside the hollow cathode. The main production process of metastable
atoms is direct excitation by the fast electrons while the destruction
of metastable atoms is mainly due to ionization by the slow
"Mawellized" electrons. From this we can conclude that the metastable
density strongly depends on the initial energy of the electrons and
the electron temperature. In his theoretical approach Ferreira
neglects the influence of a magnetic field on the processes inside the
cathode such as the azimuthal drift velocity w~ ^ E/B. But for lack of
a better description on the processes inside the cathode, our
discussion has followed his line of thought in order to get some
insight in the operation of a HCA.
From a simple calculation on gas flow conditions we can expect
that the exit of the cathode is a sonic plane and the velocity of the
neutral gas is equal to the local velocity of sound u
with Y = aJQv

tne

ratio of the specific heats and T

= (ykT /m) ,
the local gas

temperature, which is assumed to be equal to the cathode temperature.
Close to the cathode we thus expect a large drift velocity of both
neutrals and ions, which are well coupled due to the high densities.
Only after a certain distance beyond the cathode we can expect
equilibrium velocity distributions with negligible drift velocities.
2.3

The classical ion energy balance

In an earlier work Pots has described extensively, both

theoretically and experimentally, the ion energy balance and for a
more elaborate description we refer to his thesis (Pot79). We discuss
the ion energy balance here, in order to cross check the measured
neutral temperatures vs the ion temperature. The ion temperature can
be calculated when the rautral density, the electron density and the
electron temperature are known. These parameters can in turn be
derived from our measurements on the molecular beam production of
ground state and metastable state particles.
The velocity distribution of the ground state atoms is directly
coupled to the velocity distribution of the ions in the plasma column
by means of ion-atom collisions. In this section we will estimate the
ion temperature, assuming a Maxwellian velocity distribution. For
distribution functions for electrons and ions close to equilibrium,
Braginskii (Bra65) derives an expression for the ion energy balance
for a fully ionized plasma. If we assume that the neutrals do not
disturb seriously the shape of the distribution function of the ions
(but their presence may change the temperature), we can extend this
theory easily to include the neutrals. The neutrals are considered
as a perturbation on the fully ionized plasma.
The ion temperature can be obtained by considering the local
energy balance of the ions. We consider a stationary plasma. In the
region nearby the axis of the discharge the plasma can be considered
as a rigid rotator, as has been confirmed experimentally by Timmermans
(Tim81). This means that viscosity effects can be neglected. The ion
energy balance is then given by
3

1' <T V

•1

"e

k

T e —T.
t

e-i
T.

2

i

• 1n
2

T

•

kT v •

n n

where n and T are the density and temperature, respectively, k is the
Boltzmann constant, w? is the drift velocity of the ions, T
t.

. and

are the energy relaxation times between ions and electrons and

ions and neutrals, while v.

represents the ionization frequency.

The subscripts i, n and e are used for ions, neutrals and electrons,
respectively.

The first term at the left hand side of eq. (2.1) represents the
energy loss carried by the ions leaving the plasma volume, i.e. the
convective heat flux. The second term on the left is the flux density
of heat out of the plasma volume, i.e. the conduction term of the heat
flux, carried by the ions. The third term represents the work done by
the pressure force.
The first term on the right represents the energy gain by ionelectron collisions, the second term the energy loss of the ions to
the neutrals and the third term the energy gain due to the ionization
of neutrals. In order to compare the different terms we will make some
assumptions. From similar experiments (Sijd75, Tim81, Boe74) it is
known that the axial gradients in n and T in the external arc are
small compared with the gradients in the vicinity of the cathode and
the end anode. Therefore we divide the arc into three parts (fig. 3.J),
i.e. a cathode part (region 1), a quasihomogeneous part (region II)
and an end anode part (region III).

2.3.1

The cathode region

The cathode region is characterized
22 —3
densities (10
m ) . For an ion-neutral
-20 2
Q•
= 60 10
m the mean free path of
%—n
_.

given by \n^=

(n^Q^

relative velocity and V

9^^^

by high neutral and ion
collision cross section
the cold neutrals A
is
__
n,c

% 5 10

m, where g ^

is the

is the velocity of the cold neutrals. The

mean free path Xn
R 7
pi

is very small compared with the plasma radius
'
= 2.5 I0~^ m, i.e. the plasma is optically thick for cold neutrals.
-A

Therefore a smooth velocity distribution for the neutrals can be
expected and the neutral temperature will be strongly related to the
ion temperature due to the high collision frequency.
20 -3
In region II and III the densities are of the order of 10
m
The resulting mean free path *

n

for ion-neutral collisions and

ionization is of the order of 5 10

m and the relation X

> R ,

n,o— pi
holds, i.e. the plasma is optically thin for cold neutrals. Therefore
a non-uniform velocity distribution function for neutrals can be
expected. We can distinguish two components: hot neutrals which have
suffered ion-neutral collisions and cold neutrals coming from regions
outside the plasma, without having encountered ion-neutral collisions.

10

2.3.2

The homogeneous region

In region II also the first and second radial derivatives of the
ion temperature are known to be very small (Tim81). We thus neglect
tne divergence of the conductive heat flux in eq. (2.1). The radial
derivative of the density is small in the vicinity of the axis of the
plasma (Pot79). For any diffusion coefficient D for radial transport
for which D 'v n., it then turns out that close to the axis of the
plasma w.'Vn. << V*n-W. and the pressure force can be written as
kT .V«rc .w.. From the conservation of mass it follows that V-n.U- is
equal to the net production of ions. As recombination can be neglected
in this part of the arc (Kat76), the transport term V«n.u. can be
written as n v. . This results in a balance between transport of ions
r
n ion
and ion-neutral collisions at one side, and electron-ion collisions
and ionization at the other side. The resulting ion energy balance is
then given by
T - T
5
_
3
, e
i
-z n 7 kT -v . = + -T n k
2 n -z- ion
2 e
x

e^
T. - T

3i2

2

* H-n
nkT

(2

\-

'2>

From this equation we can estimate the ion temperature T. when the
is

various densities and temperatures are known.
In fig. 2.2 we have plotted the ion temperature T., as a function
of the ratio nJn

for different values of tha electron temperature.

When ionization can be neglected (T
&

< 3 eV) and T

«
ft

T'. < T , the ion
Is

&

temperature is given by the balance of ion-neutral cooling and
electron-ion coulomb heating, resulting in the simple scaling law
(ne)^

T=

i °-46 k g

eV

•

<2-3>

This relation has been verified experimentally by Pots (Pot79) over
a wide range of parameters and there is perfect agreement between
experiment and theory. This indicates that there is no significant
influence on the energy balance in his experiment by the spontaneously
appearing plasma turbulence.
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fig. 2.2
Thé. ion temperature Tj. as a function of the density
ratio n^/rift for different electron temperatures Te.
2.3.3 The end anode region
The end anode region III is determined by the increase of the
neutral density, resulting from the recombination of ions on the end
anode. Due to the enhanced neutral cooling of the ions we expect a
decreasing ion temperature towards the end anode. In this region the
ion energy balance on the axis is given by
3

2 niWi ~

T

. 5
2

+

-

+ 2 \nk-±e
x

dz

e-v
k T.(a) - Tn

-hi
• !

%on

(2.4)

where the heat conduction term q-(z) along the magnetic field is given
by (Bra65)
= - 3.9

m.^

(2.5)

ds

Gradients in n. and W . are assumed to be small and can be neglected.
The neutral density n (z) has been calculated in the following
way. In the homogeneous part of the arc (region II) the neutral
density is equal to n
n yO

. The flux of ions, with density n. and drift
I*

velocity w.
towards the end anode, recombining on a surface element
%
2
d A of the end anode is given by

12

(2.6)

n.w.& A .

We assume that this surface element acts as an effusive source for the
resulting atoms with drift velocity w . In our sampling geometry we
are mostly interested in the increase of the neutral density n

(2)

n,i

on the axis of the plasma, which is given by

»„
»„.,<*> - ' » < rn ('

i

-

2

*

+

2

R

n <Qi>> •

e

exp -

z

von

w

(2.7)

pl

with w the drift velocity of the recombined neutrals and R- the
n
p I*
radius of the plasma. The exponential term accounts for the ionizatior
loss of the recombined ground state atoms. The resulting neutral
density in the plasma
is given by
n
n,o
n

(2.8)

We have solved eq. (2.4) numerically and a typical result is given in
fig. 2.3. The drift term and the axial heat conduction have only a
minor influence (15% and 3%, respectively) on the ion energy balance.
The ion temperature profile is mainly determined by the neutral
density profile.

Fig. 2.3
The ion temperature profile
T^(z) and the neutral density
profile nn(z) as a function
of the distance z to the end
anode. The ratio of the drift
velocities w^/wn= 1 and 0.253
respectively3 and the electron
temperature T = 3 eV.
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3. Theory on the sampling process
A molecular beam source is characterised by its angular
distribution^ the centre-line intensity and the velocity
distribution
of the particlest leaving the source. In this chapter we describe the
process of molecular becm sampling of fast (eV-range) neutral species
(ground state and metastable state) from a low density plasma (number
density 1019-1020 n~Z').

3.1

General description

A schematic model of tht arc is given in fig. 3.1. The general
expression for the centre-liie intensity I(o) (s

sr ) and the

normalized velocity distribution P(V) of the molecular beam flux is
given by

I ƒ n(z,v)T(z,v)Adz

I(o)P(y)dvd2ü)

dv

(3.1)

^o
with A the area of the sampling orifice, L7 the arc length, n(z,v)
-3 _j
_j _i
P*(m

s

(ms

) ) the production rate of the molecular beam species

per velocity interval and per unit of volume and T(z,v) is the transmission probability of a particle with velocity V through the plasma
slice between the production region z and the end anode (3=0). In
general these quantities are determined by collisions between neutials,
ions and electrons.

regionl

region II

region]!

J

'/y///////////. molecular
dz
cathode

plasma
core

z •

"*beam n. n"

z-0
end anode

Fig. Z.I
Schematic
HCA.

model of the

In many cases eq. (3.1) can be simplified considerably in order
to get more insight in the process of molecular beam sampling. A useful variable is the view depth in the plasma X(u). It determines the
region in the plasma that contributes effectively to the molecular
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beam formation. When T(L 7 ,v) << 1. which holds for all of our
pc
experimental circumstances, X(v) is given by
GO

A(y) = ƒ T(z,v)dv .

(3.2)

o
In first approximation we assume a homogeneous plasma in the
region important for the molecular beam production process. The mean
velocity <V> of the molecular beam particles, produced in the plasma,
is given by
oo

<v> =

ƒ vn(v)dv
£
.
ƒ n(v)dv

(3.3)

o
If the. view depth is a smooth and slowly varying function in the
velocity region around <V>, we can approximate eq. (3.1) by
I(0)d2u

.

A

2
w

4-rr

'

In the case of an effusive source with only one species, i.e.
ground state atoms, the production rate and the transmission
probability can be approximated by
.
2

n(v)

= n Q<g>

(3.5)
T(z,<V>) = exp - (nnQz -&- )
with Q the velocity dependent cross section, <g> the mean relative
velocity and n

the number density of the ground state atoms. With
2
eq. (3.4) the centre-line intensity I(o)d co is given by
n

n <v>A
I(o)d u = -^—

7

d u

(3.6)

which is indeed the centre-line intensity of an effusive source.
3.2

Fast ground state atoms
Fast ground state atoms are produced in collisions between a

neutral and an ion. The production function n(z,v) follows from the
rate and the dynamics of this scattering process. We will use subscripts i and n for ions and cold neutrals in the source, respectively.
Parameters without subscript refer to the distribution of fast ground
state atoms. The scattering rate is given by (Ver73)
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d]2N

= n n.F (y )F.(v .)g(v .,y )a(fi g)d3v d \ ,d2üd3Vdt
(3.7)
so
n % n-n
^ —t tf —t'-n v-»»' -n --z, —
'
where il/
i s the number of scattering events, n and F(v) are the number
SG

density and the normalized velocity distribution, g = |y.—IJ | is the
relative velocity, a(Q,g) is the differential cross section for
scattering with a cent re-of-mass ( c m . ) deflection (0)5 specified by
2
polar angles G and $, d _Q is the corresponding c m . solid angle
element and d V is the volume element. As \v \ «
The variable y

\v.| we put g = |£v|*

can then be removed by integration. As the drift

velocity of the ions is only about one tenth (Pot79) of the thermal
velocity we may take an isotropic equilibrium distribution of v ..

with

=

fu^-O^l

and

ou

~^~l I- Iex P~l~ Idv--

(3 8)

-

=

\
2
where (l/4ir)d w. is the normalized isotropic distribution of the
direction u. and fM(v-) is the normalized Maxwell distribution of
y

„'

=

i^v I • ^ n e pre-exponential factor v. is the Jacobian determinant

of the transformation from (y ,y,,,y_) to (f,u). The collision rate

x

y z

—

is thus reduced to

d9N

= n n.(~-)f,.(.v.)v.a(ütv.)dv.d2(,i.d2Qd3Vdt
so

n i 4n Jf t

t

—

^

t- —t

(3.9)

—

The scattering dynamics give the resulting velocity V_ of the fast
neutral as £(ü-,u> .,£). For V

« V . one has

y = y . sin(f) .

(3.10)

We do not bother to calculate the expression for u)(y.,(D.,ft) as the
distribution remains isotropic. The transformation from (v.,u.,Q) to
(y,uj,£) has a Jacobian |dy./dy| = l/sin(0/2).

The scattering rate

becomes
9„ m
v
,1 . „
y
so **nnnt- sin(0/2) 4ir' -"Af sin(0/2)
uv

"'sin(072)' sin(0/2)

Integration over all deflections Q_ and over the solid angle u) gives
the required production function n(z,v) as
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n(3,v)dvd3Vdt = ƒƒƒƒ d\. c d 2 nd 2 w .
4TT

(3.12)

4TT

For the differential scattering cross section tvo scattering
processes have to be taken into account, i.e. elastic scattering and
charge exchange. Because of the spherical symmetric potential,a -

,

is independent of the polar angle $.
The differential cross section for elastic scattering is strongly
peaked in forward direction(Mit74). However, for momentum transfer
small angle scattering can be neglected (eq. (3.10)). We use a hard
sphere potential with a collision diameter p, independent of the
relative velocity, resulting in
2

°el^9) = J- •

(3-13)

An estimate for p can be calculated by taking an average of the
classical turning points of the different molecular state potentials
for a ground state Ar

and Ar atom at ] eV collision energy (Mit74),

resulting in p = 2.3 A. The corresponding total cross section

The differential cross section for charge exchange is strongly
peaked for small c m . deflection angles of the neutralized ions.
Comparison of the measurements of Kobayashi (Kob75) and Neynaber et al.
(Ney67) shows that 90% of the total cross section for charge exchange
is found for 0 < 36

(Uit77) and in good approximation we can assume

that the neutralized ion has not lost any momentum. Because we consider
identical particles a charge exchange collision is equivalent with a
head-on collision without charge exchange. The differential cross
section can thus be written as

with Q

, the total cross section for charge exchange. At 1 eV

collision energy we take Q
velocity dependence of. Q

, = 47 A* (Kob75). We neglect the slight
,. More detailed information on these cross

sections is given in appendix A.
The production rate of fast ground state atoms is found by performing the integration of eq. (3.12) over the c m . scattering angles
6 and $,
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and the solid angle w leading to

(3.15)

V

' •'-

(3.16a)

. - i

v
3
2 h I
fy
(y)dy = — I—! exp-l— dv

(3.16b)

JQ

with

jP(v)dv

=1

o
where the average velocity <v .> = (2/iT5)a.. The function ? ,(-•) is the
normalized velocity distribution of the flux of fast ground state atoms
z,(y) *-s the normalized velocity

resulting from elastic collisions; P

distribution of the flux of fast ground state atoms resulting from
charge exchange collisions. The difference between eq. (3.16a) and
eq. (3.16b) represents the effect that charge exchange transfers the
full ion velocity while elastic collisions tend to reduce the velocity.
The presented model is so crude, however, that we will not make much
of this difference.
The probability for a fast ground state atom, with a velocity in
the right direction, to reach the source opening without absorption
depends on the collision processes with the different particles. The
processes to be taken into account are collisions with ions, slow
neutrals and electrons, i.e. ionization. The transmission probability
I(S

' U) "

f

9

i

n <Qv>

e

ion

$r

where Q. and Q are the total cross sections for collisions with ions
%
n
and slow neutrals, respectively, with g. and g the relative velocities
Is
<

>

for these collisions. ^ Jnn

is

tne

Yh

ionization cross section velocity

product, averaged over the velocity distribution of the electrons. The
electron density n

is-equal to the ion density n. and we neglect the

density of doubly ionized particles (Pot79).
1.2.1 Analytical description

Under our experimental conditions T(L *,v) «

1 and we may extend

the integral in eq. (3.1) to infinity. In calculating the integral in
eq. (3.1) we do not take into account the influence of the velocity
dependence of the transmission probability on the resulting velocity
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distribution of fa^t neutrals, and replace the velocity ratios g./v
and 9n/v in eq. (3.17) by their appropriate average values, i.e. 2*
and 1, respectively. The velocity dependence of the ionization term in
eq. (3.17), which only forms a minor contribution to the attenuation,
is not considered. Furthermore we neglect the existence of the nonhomogeneous region III near the end anode and consider a homogeneous
plasma column only. With these approximations the centre-line intensity
is then given by
J( O )d 2 « = nnn.A<v.>

H<v»
n <Qv> .
e
ion

with

(3.18)

-1
+

nQ

A suitable parameter is the degree of ionization 3 of the plasma
given by 3 = n-/(n.+n ) , which varies between 0 and 1. In figure 3.2
t-

ft

u

we have plotted a normalized intensity I(o)/I(o)

. as a function of

3, neglecting the ionization term in A(<u>). The reference intensity
I(o) „ corresponds to the intensity of an effusive source with heavy
rej
particle density (n .+n ) and temperature T.. At 3 = 0.35 we see a
%

fZ

Is

maximum in the reduced intensity. However, in a wide interval
0.1 <_ 6 ^_ 0.8 this reduced intensity only varies by a factor of two.

-

0.5

-

/

1(0)

Y

KOVef

t

0

c

1

\

-

\

•

I

n

I

!

. A

Fig. 3.2
The ratio of the intensity of fast ground state atoms
I(o) (eq. (3.18)s neglecting the ionization term) and
the reference intensity I(o)ref as a function of the
ionization degree 3 - n{/(n^-h^). The reference
intensity is given by I(o)ref = 1/4-n (n^+n
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In eq. (3.18) we can distinguish two limiting cases. At low B~
values, i.e. low ionization degree (low T ) , the ions are the limit
factor in the production function and I(o)/I(o) ,, is given by
rej

'ref

% n

For high 3-values
(high T ) the neutral density is the limiting factor
a
and we find

J(£)
I(o)
ref

m

J^_
n +n
i n

Q

el+Qexah ^
Q.2*

_

1s

With increasing values of B the electron temperature will increase and
the influence of collisions with electrons on the transmission loss
(eq. (3.18)) will have to be taken into account, resulting in a lower
value of the reduced centre-line intensity I(o)/I(o) „ than predicted
rej
in figure 3.2.
3.2.2

Numerical description

The full equation that gives the centre-line intensity follows
from the product of the production rate n(z,v) and the transmission
probability T(z,v), which are both 3-dependent, by integration over
the whole arc length L *. In the foregoing paragraph we have neglected
the existence of the non-homogeneous region III. It arises from an
increase of the neutral density n , due to the recombination of ions
on the end anode. The result is a decrease of the ion temperature, due
to the enhanced neutral cooling of the ions (eq. (2.4)). In this
paragraph we investigate in more detail the process of molecular beam
sampling of fast ground state atoms, by taking into account the nonhomogeneous region III and solving the integral of eq. (3.1)
numerically.
If we can insert a reasonable model function for the increase of
the neutral density due to the recombination of the ions on the end
anode, we can calculate the ion temperature T-(z) as a function of
the distance z to the end anode. The centre-line intensity and the
velocity distribution of the resulting molecular beam particles can
be calculated now by numerical integration of n(z,v) and T(z,V) along
the a-axis. In this calculation we have assumed that n,

n. and T

are independent of z in the region where n(z,v) gives its major
contribution.
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The neutral density n (s) has been calculated according to eq.
(2.8). In eq. (2.8) we can distinguish two limiting cases. For low
electron temperatures and low ionization degree» i.e. n . «
i
increase of the neutral density n
density in the plasma n (s) ty n
Tl

(s) << n

n

, the
nto

and the neutral

. I n this case we can consider the

Tl f O

plasma as a homogeneous plasma and the intensity can be calculated
analytically according to eq. (3.18). For high electron temperatures
and high ionization degrees, n

(2) is mainly determined by the
n,r

ionization term and the mean free path of the recombined neutrals is
determined by the ionization term and is proportional to W . In this
case the mean free path for fast ground state atoms, which are sampled
from the plasma, is also mainly determined by the ionization term
(eq. (3.18)) and is proportional to V. In most cases V »

w

and we

can conclude that the increase of the neutral density due to the
recombination on the end anode gives only a minor contribution to the
intensity of the fast ground state atoms at high T .

Fig. 3.3
The numerically calculated intensity
of fast ground
state atoms I(o) as a function of the
ionization
degree 3 - n./in^+r^ o). Varameters I: w^/wn = 1,
T = 3 eV; II: W^/Wn'= 0.25, T& = 3 eV; III:
w^/wn - lt Te varying between Te = 3 eV Cg =0.08)
and Te = 4.4 eV (9> = 0.92). For comparison we have
also given the analytical description
(IV)s
including the ionization term (Te - 3 eV).
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From the foregoing we can conclude that the assumption of a
homogeneous arc for the calculation of the intensity of fast ground
state atoms is more or less valid in the case of low and high
ionization degree. In the intermediate range the homogeneous plasma
model will give intensities that are too low compared with those that
would be obtained from an exact solution of the problem.
The neutral density n

(z) depends strongly on both the

ionization rate, i.e. the ion density n. and the electron temperature
T , and on the ratio W./w . Both effects are shown in fig. 3.3, where
we have plotted I(o) as a function of the ionization degree 3. For
w.lw

= 1 and T

= 3 eV we see an increasing intensity with increasing

6. However, for w./w

= 0.25 or by increasing T

from 3 eV (6 = 0.08)

to 4.4 eV (3 = 0.92) a maximum occurs at 3 % 0.6.
For comparison we have also given the analytical model according
to eq. (3.18), including the ionization term (T = 3 eV). From this
figure we car. conclude that there is a reasonable agreement between
the numerical and analytical description. A maximum intensity can be
expected for 3 ^ 0.6.

3.3

Fast metastable atoms

For the production of fast metastable atoms two processes are
considered. Firstly a collision of a ground state atom with an ion
(charge exchange or elastic collision) and successive excitation by
a collision with an electron. Secondly, we consider a collision of
a metastable atom with an ion with charge exchange.
The first process can be related directly to our model calculations
on the sampling of fast ground state atoms. For fast ground state atoms
the view depth X(y) into the plasma is determined mainly by collisions
with ions and neutrals and for T <

3 eV ionization can be neglected

(see section 3.2).
For metastable atoms however, the view depth * n *( y n *) *-s fully
determined by excitation to higher states and ionization by collisions
with electrons, and is given by

with <Qv> .

* the rate constant for the loss of metastable atoms and

•ton,n*
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y * the velocity of the metastable atom. For the noble gases with their
metastable state far above the ground state, the relation X # << X
holds for all plasma conditions considered in our experiments. In this
first model the centre-line intensity J(o) * (s sr ) is directly
proportional to the centre-line intensity I(o) of the fast ground state
atoms as given by

2

)d2

(3 22)

V

'

(3<^*) the probability that a fast ground state atom will be

with P
&CCG

rl

excited to a metastable state in the plasma slice with thickness X *
in front of the sampling orifice in the end anode. Hereby we implicitly
assume that T *(s,u *) = 1 for z < X + and zero elsewhere. The

n*
probability P

— n*

n*

(z<X *) is equal to

( z ^ *)
exa — n*
with T

±

- X Jv

#

T ji <Qv>
n* e
exa

(3.23)

the transit time of the fast metastable atom through

the plasma slice with thickness X

and n <Qv>

ft

6

the excitation rate

&2CG

of the fast ground state atom. We can now write eq. (3.22) as
2
n \

\

<QV>

exa
eXC
= no) Qv>
<Qv>

*

2
d2

(3.24)

v

where we have used V * = V, i.e. we neglect the momentum of the
electron in the momentum balance.
The ratio of the rate constants for excitation and ionization of
metastable atoms depends strongly on the electron temperature for the
case of the noble gases. For Argon this ratio is given in fig. 3.4 as
a function of the electron temperature T . For <Qv>
&

we only consider

0HCG

direct excitation from the ground state to a metastable state. For
<Qo>•

* we have included the 4s-4p excitation process because for

electron temperatures T

> 2 eV and electron densities n

> 10

m

the ionization rate of the 4p levels is much larger than the rate of
spontaneous radiative decay to the 4s levels.
In this first model the velocity distribution of the beam of
metastable atoms is identical to the velocity distribution of the beam
of fast ground state atoms. However, if we consider the realistic case
of a non-uniform electron temperature in the vicinity of the end anode,
we can expect decreasing values of the centre-line intensity and a
velocity distribution that is shifted to higher values of the velocity.
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c
o

v
A

Fig. 3.4
The ratio of the rate constants
for excitation and ionization of
me tas table atoms of Ar as a
function of the electron
temperature Te. The data on the
cross sections have been obtained
from Ferreira (Fer76).

a

v

Regions of lower electron temperature only cause a loss of metastable
atoms proportional to V

#

and the production can be neglected.

The second process, i.e. charge exchange of a metastable atom
with an ion, results in a centre-line intensity Hfl)

given by

d us
(3.25)

T

with n. and n * the number density of the ions and the metastable
atoms, respectively, S^_ n * their relative velocity and Qexo^

n

the

total cross section for the process described above. Substitution of
the expression for A

from eq. (3.21) gives

n*

2

V

®exch,n*9i-n*

d

%*

(3.26)

iontn

which is the centre-line intensity of an effusive source of metastable
atoms, multiplied by the ratio of the rate constants for the production
and loss processes involved.
The total cross section QexQ^ n* can be expected to be very large,
in analogy with the charge exchange cross sections for the alkalis. No
quantitative data are available, however, and we use an estimate
®exch n*

based on the charge exchange cross section for C s +

on Cs at an energy of 1 eV (appendix A ) . The density n

+

has been

calculated with a collisional radiative model for the Ar I system,
developed by Van der Mullen et al.(Mul80). From this model it follows
nn* increases very rapidly with increasing electron temperature T and
e
25

10

Fig. 3.5
The metastable density n„* and the ratio n^t/ny,
(nn is the neutral density in the plasma) for both
metastdble19states of Av as 19
a function of Te for
ne = 2 10 m-3, nn = 5 10 nT^ RpZ = 2 10~s m
and Tn = 0. 25 eV. The densities nn* have been
calculated with a collision radiative model
developed by van der Mullen et al. (Mul80).
n + is proportional to n . The metastable density n ^ is independent
of the electron density n . Figure 3.5 shows the number density of both
the metastable levels of Ar as a function of the electron temperature
T for a neutral density n = 5 10 1 9 m~ 3 .
e
n
In table 3.1 numerical values of the centre-line intensity I{o)n*
are given for the two models discussed, showing that excitation of
fast ground state atoms is the dominant process of beam formation.
Of course the models used are simplified to a large extent. With the
small value of A
T

#

= 2 10

m at V ^ = 1000 m s~ , n

= 3 eV compared with the diameter d = 1 10

=10

m

,

m of the sampling

orifice, the assumption of a homogeneous plasma is not very realistic.
For the development of more sophisticated models a better
description of the plasma boundary layer close to the end anode is
necessary. Also the influence of the dimensions of the end anode has
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Table S.I Comparison of the two models for the moleaulav
beam production of fast metastable atoms
Plssma parameters
Neutral density

6

n

3

n

.o 19

-3
m

6 10 1 9

Electron density

n

Electron temperature

T

2

Plasma radius

R -,
pi

0.025

Neutral temperature

T

eV

3

>o"

3

m
eV

-1

2.5 . 0 ! 5 s

Model 1;Excitation of fast ground state
n atoms
Qv> .
• 2
Intensity ground state atoms
1(0)
ion,
n
Intensity metastable atoms
1(0) „,
5
Cross section ratio
<Qv>
/<Qv
exc
Model 2;Charge exchange of metastable atoms
Metastable density (CRM-model)

n

Intensity metastable atoms

-3
m
—i

JO

1(0) ^

3.2 10

-1 -2
sr mm

-1 -1 -2
s sr mm

IO 11

1.6 1 0 1 6

n #

-3

m

s

—i
sr

—2
mm

to be investigated. However, the rather crude models presented here
do give a qualitative picture of the production and loss processes
involved.

3.4

Concluding remarks

In the preceding paragraphs we have given the models that describe
the process of molecular beam sampling of neutral species both in the
ground state and in metastable states from a medium density plasma. In
this paragraph we point out the implications from these models for the
experiments.
The theoretical model describing the process of molecular beam
sampling of fast ground state atoms predicts an intensity which is
mainly dependent on the ionization degree $ of the plasma. The maximum
intensity is expected around 8 % 0.6. Measurements on the intensity
of fast ground state atoms as a function of the arc current I , the
magnetic induction B
n

or the background density in the plasma chamber

, are a good test on the validity of the model. According to eq.

(2.3) the ion temperature is given by T. ^ (n/n

) , apart from a

e n'
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small influence of the electron temperature T . Therefore we can
expect a constant T. at the maximum intensity.
As discussed in section 3.3 the dominant process for molecular
beam formation of fast metastable atoms is the excitation of fast
ground state atoms. From simultaneous measurements on the absolute
intensity of both ground state atoms and metastable state atoms, we
can derive the electron temperature T . Using the ion energy balance
(eq. (2.2)), the absolute intensity on fast ground state atoms (eq.
(3.18)), this value for T
atoms T

and the temperature of fast ground state

, (= T.), we can derive the ion density n- and the neutral

density n . This is discussed in chapter 6 for the so called long arc
configuration, where the plasma is more homogeneous in the sampling
region than close to the cathode.
Using the HCA as a molecular beam source for fast neutral species
we are interested in high beam fluxes, which diminish the time needed
to perform a scattering experiment with sufficient accuracy. From eq.
(3.18) we can directly conclude that the intensity I(o) increases with
increasing heavy particle density. The highest ion and neutral
densities are found close (5-20 mm) to the cathode (Boe74). Therefore
the sampling orifice (end anode) is placed close to the cathode. This
is the so called short arc configuration. Other experiments (Boe74,
Tim81) show that we can expect also higher temperatures (ï1., T ) close
to the cathode. In order to clarify some of the remaining questions
concerning the molecular beam sampling process of metastable atoms we
must have information on the production region of metastable atoms
relevant for the molecular beam sampling process. By probing the
production region in the plasma near the end anode with a dye laser,
we can deplete the population of the Is,- or ls~ (Paschen notation)
states in the molecular beam by optical pumping. By measuring the
intensity with the probe laser beam switched on and off and scanning
the laser beam in the axial 3-direction we find a position resolved
production function of the molecular beam in the plasma. As the mean
free path of the metastable atoms is proportional to their velocity,
this method will give best results for high velocity, i.e. light atoms
e.g. He or Ne. In section 7 we present experimental results for a Ne
plasma which qualitatively support our model calculations on metastable
beam formation.
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4. Experimental facilities

In this chapter we describe the experimental facilities that we
have used to perform our experiments. The first paragraph deals with
the Hollow Cathode Arc. During the course of our experiments we have
used three sources which we shall denote by Model I3 Model II and
Model III (chronological order). We shall discuss Model III most
extensively. In section 4.1.Z we will describe briefly Model I and
Model II and point out the main difference between the three models.
The second paragraph deals with a very short description of the timeof-f light machine and especially those features that are important
for our experiments. Finally we will discuss very briefly the dye
laser system, used in our experiments.

4.! The Hollow Cathode Arc (Model III)

-

-

In 1976 a new HCA was built with the following facilities:
The source head, i.e. cathode and ring anode, can be manipulated
externally in three rectangular directions manually of by computer
control.
The source orifice, i.e. the end anode, can be aligned externally
on the molecular beam axis with four micrometers.
Changeover from one arc configuration to another is a rather simple
operation.
It can be connected to both time-of-flight machines or can be

operated independently.
- It is mounted on a movable frame and can easily be transported from
one experimental set up to another.
The results presented in the following paragraphs are all
obtained with the Model III plasma source unless otherwise specified.
4.1.1 Construction of the HCA
Figure 4.1 shows a schematic of the HCA (Model III). For the
magnetic field we use a modular coil system situated inside the vacuum
chamber, water cooled and cast in epoxy resin (AT 51) to reduce out29
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Fig. 4.1
Side View of the model III HCA.
1) Cathode and ving anode assembly; 2) end anode, i.e.
source orifice; 3) magnetic coil; 4) connections fov
water cooling; S) entrance of gas feed; 6) stainless
steel suppovt of the cathode and ving anode assembly;
7) suppovt fov the magnetic coils; 8) view ports.
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gassing. The power dissipation at a current of 40 A is 200 Watt. The
peak value of the magnetic induction on the axis is given by
BII

= 1.8 10

(T/A). The magnetic field of a single coil is given in

in fig. 4.2. By specifying B

and the positions z
O

. of the coils with

Tnt 1

respect to the sampling orifice we can directly derive the magnetic
field configuration for the experiments presented in chapter 6 and 7.
Due to the modular coil system every coil configuration can be
arranged easily.

-100

100
Z - Z m j(mm)

Fig. 4.2
^
The magnetic induction profile of a single coil as a
function of the axial position z~zm ^. The maximum
magnetic induction is gvoen by Bo -*1.8 10~3 T/A.
The end anode is electrically insulated and water cooled. But for
most of our measurements the end anode is connected to ground. We have
used two end anode configurations: a flat tantalum end anode and a
skimmer like end anode. The source orifice in the end anode has a
diameter of 0.5 mm or 1.0 mm.
The cathode, ring anode and ignition electrode are mounted
electrically insulated on a movable bellows system. The cathode and
ring anode are water cooled. For the water cooling we use thin walled
stainless steel tubing, with inner and outer diameter of 2.0 mm and
3.0 mm, respectively. In order to allow for axial and perpendicular
scanning of the source, we have spiralized the tube. Stainless steel
is chosen for its long term elasticity. Other materials, like copper,
become brittle in course of time. For the insulation we use glass
ceramic which can ba machined easily. The dimensions of the source
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head are chosen in such a way that it fits inside the inner coil
diameter to allow for scanning*
For the cathode we use tantalum or tungsten tubing with inner
and outer diameter of 1.0 and 2.0 mm, respectively. The cathode is
fitted in a copper holder with a typical tolerance of 0.05 mm. No
sealings are used. The total length is less than 100 mm. The resulting
gas leak rate between the cathode and the copper holder is typically
10-30%. The external length of the cathode is typically 35 mm.
Repeated use is possible by machining off the damaged tip (% 10 mm)
of the cathode tube.
The ring anode consists merely of the stainless steel water tube
with a copper ring inside.
All materials which can be heated by radiation from the cathode
or by conduction are water cooled or can withstand high temperatures
in order to avoid evaporation, which may influence considerably the
plasma and the life time of the cathode.
The vacuum chamber of the HCA is pumped by a water baffled oil
diffusion pump with an effective pumping speed of 200 1/s. By an
appropriate screening of the pumping orifice we can vary the pumping
speed between 30-200 1/s. For a given range of flow rates, which is
limited by the pumping speed of the fore pump backing the diffusion
pump, we can vary in this way the background density in the plasma
chamber. In most cases we use a pumping speed of 70 1/s. With flow
rates ranging from 0.1-0.5 Torr 1 s
this results in background
20 -3
densities varying between 0.4-2 10
m .
Inside the stainless steel support of the cathode assembly a
glass tube (length % 0.4 m) is placed, sealed in two 0-ring sealings.
Gas feed takes place through this glass tube. Upstream of the cathode
the gas pressure is ^ 50 Torr. The glass tube prevents electrical
breakdown at this high pressure between the cathode and the stainless
steel support, which is grounded.
Scanning of the source in three perpendicular directions is
achieved with three stepping motors, which are moved by computer
control.

4.1.2

Working conditions of the EC A

The main independent variables of the HCA are the magnetic
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induction, the arc current and the flow rate through the cathode.
In Table 4.1 relevant data for the HCA are given.

Table 4.1 Relevant data fov the HCA.
Gas

Neon
Argon
Krypton

Cathode material

Tantalum (Ar, Kr)
Tungsten (Ne, Ar, Kr) •

Cathode diameter

1.0 mm inner diameter
2.0 mm outer diameter

Magnetic induction

<_ 0.1 T

Arc current

1-20 A

Flow rate

0.1-0.5 Torr 1 s"1 (3 1018-15 10 1 8 s"1)

Neutral density

10 1 9 -10 2 2 m" 3

Ion density

10 l9 -10 22 nf 3

Radius plasma column

10~3-2 10" 3 m

Length plasma column

5 10~3-200 10~ 3 m

Arc voltage

60-90
30-60
20-70
30-60
20-50

4.1.3

V
V
V
V
V

(Ne-W)
(Ar-W)
(Ar-Ta)
(Kr-W)
(Kr-Ta)

Hollou) Cathode Aros Model I and Model II

In 1975 we have started the research on the molecular beam
sampling of a HCA. The first HCA model, Model I (The77), is situated in
an existing molecular beam machine inside the vacuum system. The small
dimensions of the vacuum chamber (diameter 250 mm, height 290 mm) put
severe restrictions on the dimensions and construction of the HCA. Only
the cathode and ring anode can be manipulated externally in order to
align the cathode to the molecular beam axis. No scanning facilities
are available. The magnet consists of two separate coils mounted on
a single central support* The coils are cast in epoxy resin and water
cooled. In the middle, between the two coils, there is a small view
port in order to observe the arc visually. The inner diameter of the
coils is 50 mm and the length is 150 mm. The maximum operating current
is 40 A resulting in a power dissipation of 400 Watt. The resulting
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field is bottle shaped with a peak value B
on the axis given by B /I = 2.2 10

of the magnetic induction

(T/A). At the cathode tip and the

end anode the magnetic induction has decreased to 0.3 £ . In this
model we have measured with tantalum cathodes.
We have measured with two arc configurations, i.e. the long arc
with arc length L - = 0.20 m and the short arc with L - = 0.012 m
(The77, The77a, The77b). In the long arc configuration the magnet
completely surrounds the plasma and the end anode is situated behind
the magnetic coil. In the short arc configuration the end anode is
located just in front of the magnetic coil.
The pumping speed of the vacuum chamber in the long arc
configuration is 50 1/s. Due to the closed configuration of the magnet
the effective pumping speed at the plasma might be somewhat lower. In
the short arc configuration the pumping speed of the vacuum chamber is
200 1/s. Due to the narrow fitting of the HCA inside the vacuum
chamber the pumping speed might be considerably decreased nearby the
cathode.
In the long arc configuration the end anode (in most cases a
stainless steel skimmer) is cooled by radiation only. However, for the
short arc configuration we have used a water cooled end anode to avoid
melting of the Ta cathode.
With this model we have performed measurements on Ar and Kr, both
for ground state atoms and metastable state atoms (The79, The79a).
Model II is designed especially as a source for fast ground state
atoms for scattering experiments, i.e. high intensities are required.
This source can be used in a short arc configuration only. The
magnetic coil is situated outside the vacuum. The inner diameter of
the coil is 100 mm and the length of the coil is 40 mm. The magnetic
induction on the axis is given by B II = 2.1 10

(T/A). Due to the

large inner coil diameter the magnetic induction is fairly constant
(within 10%) over the arc length. The effective pumping speed (cryo
pump) was 550 1/s, which is large compared to Model I and Model III.
No scanning facilities are available. With this source we have
performed measurements on fast ground state atoms of Ar and Kr for
two different arc lengths, i.e. Lrespectively, with a Ta cathode.
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= 4 mm and L-

= 12 mm,

4.1.4 Temperatures and life times of cathodes
To perform scattering experiments we need a molecular beam source
that can operate for at least 24 hours

without mayor changes in its

characteristics. The main limitation of operating a HCA stems from the
life time of the cathode, which has a temperature close to the melting
point and evapourates a lot of material. Therefore we have measured
the temperature profile of the cathode.
As indicated by Ferreira (Fer76) the main process of producing
the arc current is thermal emission. The relation between the
temperature and thermal emission is given by the Richardson equation,
which shows that the thermal emission depends only on the work function
of the material. In our experiments we have used two different cathode
materials, i.e. Tantalum and Tungsten. Figure 4.3 shows for both
materials the thermal saturation current vs the temperature. From
this figure we can directly conclude that for given dimensions of the
hot spot Tungsten needs a higher temperature than Tantalum to deliver
a certain arc current.

2200

Fig. 4.3
The thermal saturation current density
3000 as a function of the temperature T for
tantalum and tungsten (LanS6).

We have measured the temperature profiles of the cathode using a
pyrometer, which is calibrated with a tungsten ribbon lamp. Absolute
accuracy of the measurements is typically 10%. Relative accuracy is
0.7%. For Tungsten we have performed absolute measurements. For
comparison we have also measured temperature profiles for Tantalum.
These measurements show perfect agreement with other results (Fer76)
both in absolute value and in general behaviour. For Ta the temperature
at the hot spot varies from 2400-2500 K and depends on the arc current,
the magnetic induction and the flow rate through the cathode. Figures
4.4a-c show temperature profiles as a function of the flow rate and
the arc current for Ar, Kr and Ne in the case of a tungsten cathode.
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The temperature of an argon fed
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8

Fig. 4.4c
The temperature profile of a hollow
cathode for different gas-cathode
material combinations. The arc current
Ia - 10 At the
magnetic induction
2
Bo = 1.8 10~
T
and the flow rate
& = 5.5 1018 s~182 (Ar-Ta>
Ar-W, Kr-W)
and & = 8.4 10 s~2 (Ne-W).

The measured temperatures for W are higher as compared to Ta,
in agreement with the Richardson equation. We can conclude that the
distance between the hot spot and the cathode orifice decreases with
increasing flow rate. The increase of the temperature with increasing
arc current results from the temperature dependence of the saturation
current (fig. 4.3). The highest temperatures are measured for Neon.
The general behaviour as a function of flow rate and arc current is
similar to Ta. A rough cross check for the measured temperature can be
made by estimating the cathode material evaporated in a certain time
interval. For the combination Ne-W we find an evaporation rate of
-5
-2-1
6.7 10
kg m
s
which corresponds to a cathode temperature
T

= 3200 K.

This is in reasonable agreement with the measured

temperatures for the combination Neon/Tungsten.
Table 4.2 lists typical results for life times for the different
gases Ne, Ar and Kr and different cathode materials Ta and W. The
combination Ne-W shows the shortest life time as can be expected from
the measured temperatures. However, a time of 10-15 hours is still
acceptable to many experiments.

Table 4.2 Life times (hours) of cathodes .for different
gas-oathode material combinations.
Ar

Kr

Ta

40

40

W

40

40

Ne

15

From our experiments we find that the life time of the cathode
decreases drastically when impurities can enter the cathode. Small
-4
air leaks in the order of 10
of the flow rate used, decrease the
life time of the cathode with a factor 10. In these cases we also
find specific crater formation inside the cathode as is shown in
fig. 4.5. Without impurities we also find such crater formation but
to a far lesser degree. Also materials inside the vacuum chamber,
which start to evaporate when heated by the hot cathode (radiation),
e.g. Teflon, result in a sharp decrease of the life time of the
cathode and cause a similar crater formation.
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Fig. 4.5
Crater formation in a hollow cathode.

4.2

The time-of-flight method

4.2.1

Description of the apparatus

All measurements have been performed in a time-of-flight (TOF)
machine. A detailed description is given elsewhere (Beij74). In this
section we only discuss the features that are important to evaluate
the measurements presented in this thesis.
In a TOF machine a short burst of particles is periodically
transmitted by a rotating chopper disc with two narrow slits. The
period between two succeeding bursts is divided into many short time
channels. All particles travel the same flight path L from the chopper
to the detector. At the detector the particles are detected according
to their arrival time. A synchronization pulse from the chopper disc
is the time zero for each period. This procedure is repeated for many
periods and the total count is accumulated in each time channel.
For ground state particles we use a cross beam ionizer, a
quadrupole mass filter and an electron multiplier. Single ion counting
is used. The overall detection efficiency has been calibrated by using
an effusive source (Beij74). The detection efficiency is inversely
proportional to the velocity V of the particle. Due to the ionizer
configuration, i.e. ion extraction perpendicular to the molecular beam,
and the limited acceptance of the quadrupole mass filter (Eve76), the
detection efficiency decreases faster than inversely proportional to
V for high velocity particles (V >_ 2500 m/s). Therefore we have
investigated an alternative detection scheme which is described in
chapter 5.
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The metastable particles are detected by Auger ejection of an
electron from a metal surface, followed by an electron multiplier.
Measurements of Borst (Bor77) and Brutschky (Bru79) show that the
detection efficiency of the metastable particles is independent of the
initial velocity V * of the metastable particles for V * < 1000 m/s.
If we assume that this also holds for our experiments with velocities
up to 10000 m/s this gives results that are rather unlikely as we
will see in chapters 5, 6 and 7. Therefore we assume that the
detection efficiency does depend on the velocity. However, the energy
range in a particular experiment is such, that we may assume that the
detection efficiency does not vary too much over the energy range of
a measured spectrum.
The measurements have been performed in two different TOF machines
machines, denoted by TOF I and T0F II.

4.2.2

Signal at the detector

The number of particles arriving at the detector during the time
channel k centered at the flight time t~« = Lhi.tr.-j) where L is the
length of the flight path and v(,t„j) is the velocity of the particle,
is given by (Beij74)

Woh

J(O)P

A,

fl

<*<VZ» 7 H —P- 'oh

<*' »

where J(o) is the centre-line intensity, P(v(t-7)) is the normalized
velocity distribution of the particles, A-, is the effective detection
area, I-, is the source detector distance, t-, is the open time of the
chopper and T , is the duration of one time channel. The recorded
number of counts in each time channel k is given by

i ) 'oh

(4

-2)

(4

-3)

where r\u(.V(t„.,)) is the detection efficiency.
D
ju
In the case of ground state atoms, where the molecular beam
particles are ionized with an electron beam, we have a density
detector and the resulting detection efficiency is given by

where n

is the detection efficiency at velocity V . Substitution of
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(4.2) and (k.3) in (4.1) gives the full expression for the recorded
number of counts in each time channel in one chopper period,

)}

4

(4<4)

L JJ

where the first bracheted part characterizes the apparatus and the
rest is determined by the molecular beam source.
In the case of a molecular beam of metastable atoms where the
atoms are detected by secondary electron ejection from a metal surface
we have a flux detector and the detection efficiency n ^ is independent
on the velocity of the metastable particles. The number of counts in
each time channel in one chopper period is now given by

2

4.3

)>

(4<5)

The Dye Laser System

For the probe measurements described in section 7.4 we have used
a Spectra Physics 580 A dye laser, pumped with a 5 Watt Argon ion
laser. As a dye we use Rhodamine 6G. The optimum working frequency of
Rhodamine 6G corresponds to the ls-2p (Paschen notation) transitions
of the metastable Neon atoms. The dye laser is used single mode and
the frequency is stabilized. Frequency stabilization is achieved in
two steps. At first the laser frequency is kept within 0.5 MHz on the
tuning frequency of a Fabry Perot interferometer by control of the end
mirror (Mul79) and the fine tuning etalon (Hou79). However, the tuning
frequency of the interferometer depends on the temperature. Therefore
the tuning frequency of the interferometer is coupled to the resonance
frequency of an atomic transition. This is achieved in a reference
experiment where the metastable molecular beam from a Hollow Cathode
Discharge is crossed with the laser beam (Ver79). In this way we
achieve absolute frequency stabilization. Figure 4.6 shows the block
diagram of the stabilization.
To find an atomic transition the following procedure is followed.
With a wave length meter (Cot79) we tune the laser frequency close to
the atomic transition frequency (3 GHz). Next we tune the laser until
we observe visually the fluorescence radiation of the Doppler
broadened transition in a glow discharge (0.5 GHz). Finally the laser
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experiment

Fig. 4.6
Flow diagram of the stabilization of
the dye laser. The laser frequency is
\)ft and MO is the frequency of the
atomic transition.

is stabilized on the Fabry Perot interferometer and the not Doppler
broadened atomic transition (10 MHz) is found by computer scanning.
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5.Excitation detection of ground state atoms
In this chapter we discuss a neio method fov the detection of
ground state atoms. Sections S.1-S.6 deal with the description of
the detection scheme. This part of the chapter is submitted for
publication to J. Phys. E.: Sai. Instr.. In section 5.7 we discuss
briefly the first preliminary results on the detection of fast ground
state atoms from the HCA. These results are obtained in a new
experimental facility in the TOF II machine.
5.1

Introduction

The conventional universal detector consists of an electron
bombardment ionizer followed by a suitable magnetic or quadrupole mass
filter and an open multiplier for single ion counting. The signal to
background ratio is determined by the ratio of the beam density to the
residual gas density at the specific mass of the beam particle. In
_g
_] j
general, ultra high vacuum conditions of 10 -10
Torr total pressure
are required. When a fast response is necessary the electron current
is limited to avoid space charge trapping of the ions. For atoms in
the eV energy range, the initial velocity can interfere with, the ion
optics in the ionizer, especially in the case of ion extraction normal
to the beam axis. In this case the limited acceptance of the quadrupole
mass filter can distcrt the v

detection efficiency for fast particles.

We have investigated extensively an alternative method where the
most characteristic property of a molecular beam, i.e. its directivity,
is used to distinguish between the beam and the background (Col73). The
incoming ground state atoms are excited to a metatable state by an
electron beam. The uncharged excited atoms move in the same direction
as the original molecular beam particles apart from a small deviation
due to the momentum transfer from the exciting electrons. The resulting
beam of metastable atoms is selected in direction within a narrow solid
angle and then detected by electron detachment from a metal surface,
followed by an open multiplier for single electron counting. In a
typical case all molecular beam particles arrive at the detector within
a solid angle of 10

sr while the residual gas molecules arrive

isotropically from all 4ir sterad. The excitation process causes some
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angular spread in the direction of the metastable molecular beam
particles resulting in a solid angle of the order of 10

in the case

of Ar excited by 100 eV electrons. In this case a background
suppression of the order of 10

can be obtained by the limited solid

angle of the metastable detector.
A simple analysis of the Newton diagram shows that a perpendicular
configuration of the electron beam and molecular beam is preferable to
a parallel configuration.
The main limitation of this method is the requirement of a metastable energy high enough to free an electron from the metal detection
surface. Suitable atoms are e.g. the noble gases and N„. Due to the
good background suppression the detector can operate under normal
vacuum conditions. The combination of the relative low cost (no mass
filter) and the good background suppression is highly attractive.
The main point of this paper is the determination of the solid
angle acceptance of the metastable detector, necessary to detect the
molecular beam metastable atoms. This solid angle acceptance directly
determines the amount of background suppression. For the noble gases
we have investigated the process of excitation by electron input. The
results are presented in a fashion directly applicable to the detector
design.

5.2

Principle of excitation detection

A ground state molecular beam, with velocity V , is crossed at
right angles with an electron beam (fig. 5.1). The resulting metastable
atoms are all detected within the solid angle of the metastable
detector £K. The efficiency n * of detecting a metastable atom hy
electron ejection from a metal surface depends on the. excitation energy
E* and decreases with decreasing E* (Bor71).
The excitation volume, as seen from the detector through, diaphragm
3, is schematically given in fig. 5.2. In this figure the dimensions of
the electron beam are denoted with the subscript e and the dimensions
of the molecular beam are denoted with the subscripts b.
The production rate N' (s

) and A ^ ( s

) of metastables due

to the molecular beam and the residual gas, respectively, are given by
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Fig. 5.1
Sehematie of the detector configuration
1) is a diaphragm which determines the solid angle Ü£ of
the detector; 2) is the metastdble detector consisting
of a metal plate and an open multiplier; 3) is a diaphragm
which limits the contribution of the residual gas
metastable atoms.

Fig. 5.2
The interaction region of the neutral beam and the
electron beam as seen from the metastable detector
through diaphragm 3.
'^electron beam;jp neutral beam. The total
emission current is given by Ie = neveheleq.
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The production rate N ^(s

) and N ^(s

) of metastables due to

the molecular beam and the residual gas, respectively, are given by

with n

and n

the number densities due to the molecular beam and the

residual gas, respectively, n
of the electrons and Q

and v

and Q

the number density and velocity
the total cross sections for

exo levelexov
excitation to a metastable
for molecular beam particles and
residual gas particles, respectively. The rate number of residual
gas metastable atoms N ^ , reaching the detector is given by

K*,d= K* ë •

(5 2)

-

Assuming an electron yield efficiency r\ and n
rl*

for the metastable

2?*

atoms of the beam and the residual gas, respectively, the signal to
background ratio is given by
n N
n e, IT/4 d-, Q
'n* n*
n [4ir
b exo

nff

, n In, h d

where n

, are
n*Nn* and nr*N r*,d

n
'n\

.

f

Q

the count rates for the molecular beam

metastable atoms and the residual gas metastable atoms, respectively.
The first factor between the square brackets gives the essential
property of this detection method, i.e. the solid angle selectivity.
The second factor between square brackets gives the proper choice for
diaphragm 3, resulting in a diaphragm area that is slightly larger than
the molecular beam cross section. This diaphragm is used to minimize
the detection of residual gas metastable atoms outside the molecular
beam.
The efficiency of the molecular beam detector n (v ) is given by
n (-nlh)d-,
n
2^
the ratio of n N
and the molecular beam flux n V„(
) passing
the detection volume, resulting in

n n

vn

—

(

•

By introducing the total emission current I

5

'

= n V h I qt we can

rewrite eq. (5.4) resulting in
n (y
s

n

) s f exo n*

n'

h qv
e n

where q is the elementary charge.
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(5.5)

4

We now compare the efficiency from eq. (5.4) to the efficiency
of a conventional ionizer detector. The expression of eq. (5.4) also
holds for the ionization detector if we replace Q
cross section Qjnn

by the ionization

and interpret n * as the transmission probability

of the ion through the mass filter. This probability is typically of
the order of 0.1. For the ratio of the cross sections we find
Q.

IQ

% 10 for Argon. With a secondary electron yield n * = 0.1,

we find for equal emission currents for the ratio of the detection
efficiencies n

- /n

n,i,on n,exo

= 10. However, in the case of excitation

detection we can easily increase the emission current, because we are
dealing with neutral particles (i.e. no space charge effects),
resulting in a detection efficiency for excitation detection, which
is of the same order.
Excitation detection is especially favourable when the residual
gas is mostly due to the particles of the same mass as the molecular
beam. For an ionization detector the signal to background ratio is
determined by the ratio of the densities of the molecular beam
particles and the residual gas particles at the specific mass. For
the excitation detection, however, an extra factor

enters in

4TT/J2J

the signal to background ratio, as can be seen from eq. (5.3). We
propose the name fl-filter for this type of residual gas suppression.

5.3

Theory

As already pointed out in the introduction we want to determine
the solid angle of the detector for the metastable atoms. In general
this solid angle will be determined both by the experimental
circumstances e.g. molecular beam dimensions and by the excitation
process. In this paragraph we will describe the theory, necessary to
extract from our measurements the contribution of the excitation
process to the solid angle of the detector for the metastable atoms.
The excitation of a monochromatic atomic beam by a perpendicular
monoenargetic electron beam is described by the Newton diagram. The
velocities in the lab system are denoted by V in the c m . system B-y
u. Quantities after the collision are denoted with, a prime and
electrons, ground state atoms and metastable atoms are denoted By the
subscripts e, n and n*, respectively. In our experiment v
&

»

v , so
fir

that the relative velocity is in good approximation equal to v , while
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on the other hand in most cases m V < 0.1 m V , i.e. u < 0.1 V .
These assumptions simplify the Newton diagram to a large extent
(fig. 5.3).

Fig. 5.3
The Newton diagram of the excitation process in the case
of a perpendicular configuration. C is the centre-of-mass
origin. 0 is the laboratory origin.

The radii u and u . of the elastic and inelastic scattering
n
n*
sphere in the c m . system are given by
n

mn

un*

m

(5.6)

with E* the energy loss of the electron, i.e. the excitation energy of
the metastable atom and E the electron energy. The cartesian components
of the velocity of the metastable particles taken in the laboratory
frame are then given by

("n~"n*>
V

- u

y,n*

#

+

(5.7a)

" n *(l~cos0)

sin© sin*

(5.7b)

Vn + un*^ sinG cos*

(5.7c)

with (0,*) the scattering angle in the c m . system. The momentum transfer
in the s-direction results in a slight decrease of the velocity
resolution in the case of a time-of-flight experiment. The momentum
transfer in the x- and ^/-direction determine the choice of the detector
opening angle 0, and have to be investigated in detail.
In a simple case we can directly derive the shape of the opening
angle of the metastable detector. We assume a monochromatic molecular
beam with velocity V

and an electron beam with an energy E and

scattering angles 0 < G".- The projection of the Newton diagram on
the V -V plane is given in fig. 5.4. Division by V gives the beam
x y
n
directions V /v % V /v and V /v % u /u . The dashed part represents
x s
x n
y z
y n
the required shape of the detector acceptance. The corresponding solid
angleft-,becomes

n*
v
*• n

fU

~

sinQ

max

cosQ

max

)

Q

* f max

n*
n

(5.8)

Fig. 5.4
The Newton diagram projected on tfe i>y-vx plane and
sealed to the moleaular beam velocity vn. The dashed part
represents the shape and the solid angle of the detector
cross section for a differential scattering cross section
with scattering angles 0 <_
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For Ar and E = 100 eV we have ü
V

= 1000 m/s

- 76.5 m/s . With 0^^

this gives flj = 1.6 10

« 20° and

sterad.

In a more realistic case we are dealing with a molecular beam
with a velocity distribution ƒ(*>„)» an electron beam with energy
distribution j(E) and a differential cross section which is some
function of 0 and $. In this case a rectangular slit instead of the
sector shape of fig. 5.4 is a more appropriate choice for the ftjdefining diaphragm 1 (fig. 5.1). In order to determine the required
dimensions of this rectangle (width d and height d ) we have performed
x
y
measurements on the metastable intensity as a function of x

the

ict

ordinate in the detector plane, with a slit with a small width
(d = 0.8 mm) and sufficiently high (d = 6 mm). From these measurements
x
y
we can determine the mean displacement <x *> and the rms width
6(x *) = {.xviie~<x *>)__„• The mean displacement determines the location
of the metastable detector with respect to the molecular beam axis. The
rms width in the x#

direction and the corresponding y

#

range determine

the solid angle of the metastable detector. For calculation of the
2
different contributions to the rms width we use the variance (6(x *))
which add linearly.
For the simple case of a monoenergetic electron beam with energy
E, a molecular beam with velocity V

and a ^-independent differential
2'
(0), the rate of metastable atoms d N± per volume
n

cross section o
&%CG

gy

Tt

element scattered in a solid angle d Ü = d$d(l-cos0) is given by
(e)<i d(1 cos0)
(5 9)
C

&\* = VnVea;

where n

and n

*

~

'

are the electron density and the density of the

molecular beam particles, respectively and V

is the electron velocity

(eq. (5.1a)). We are interested in the intensity distribution in the
metastable detector plane with coordinates (a; *,y * ) . For the transformation from (0,$) to (x *,y *) we find singularities for those
values of (0,$) that correspond with the tangents on the Newton sphere
originating from the lab origin 0. These singularities are integrable
for integration over ynilt i.e. when we calculate the intensity I(x * ) .
The relation between x*
x

n*

=

^ W *

and 0 is given by
+M

„*O-cos0)} ^

3

(5.10)

where we have ignored the momentum transfer in the «-direction due to
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the electron excitation. Assuming a normal distribution for a
(G)
2
2
with variance 0 « 1 and using (l-cos0) ^ |0 , we find for the rate
number of molecular beam metastable atoms, reaching the metastable
detector at x *,
N( X

- n*)dxn* * W e

exp

[

^2

TjTJ I^~ ~^ n*

°
(5.11)
= (u -u # ) &~/ü , i.e. the displacement in the detector plane

where x
O

Tl

Tl

j

Tl

for 0 = 0 . For this distribution function we can easily calculate <x i>
and <S(x *) , given by

(5

- 12b)

In the foregoing we have used V » u *, i.e. we neglect the momentum
transfer in the 2-direction. In a more realistic case the analytical
calculation of the intensity distribution in the (x *,£/ *) plane is
rather complicate. Therefore we have used a very straight forward
Monte Carlo simulation method. In this way we also easily can take
into account the finite height of the slit d and determine the
transmission of the detector. For v = 560 m/s (= mean velocity of a
supersonic Ar beam at room temperature), d=
7 mm and integrating
over the whole x A range the resulting transmission of the detector
is 85%. Furthermore more general assumptions on the shape of o* (0)
can be incorporated. Figure 5.5 shows for Ar a measured intensity
distribution and a Monte Carlo simulation for different standard
deviations 0 . From this figure we can conclude that the best agreement
between measurement and theory is achieved for 9 • 18 ±4 . In our Monte
Carlo simulation we have ignored the finite velocity spread of the
molecular beam and the electron beam. Calculation of their contribution
to the rms width 6(x *) shows that this is small compared to the
n
contribution of the differential cross section and the diaphragm
configuration and can therefore be neglected.
5.4 Experimental set up
All measurements have been performed in the time-of-flight machine
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Fig. 5.5
A measured spectrum for Ar as a function of the position x n * and
a Monte Carlo simulation (solid curves) for different standard
deviations Qo. The electron energy is 100 eV. The intensity is
scaled to unit height.

which has been described in detail elsewhere (Bey74). We shall only
briefly discuss the issues which are characteristic for the experiments
described in this paper.
A four stage differentially pumped vacuum system is used. The
neutral beam source is located in the first stage, the chopper in the
third stage and the fourth stage contains both the electron gun and
the metastable detector. This stage is only pumped by a 25 1/s ion
getter pump. Typical vacuum conditions are 5 10 Torr and 2 10 Torr
with the neutral beam switched on and off, respectively.
The experimental conditions are chosen to minimize their
2
contribution to (6(x ^)) . This allows us to determine the influence
,,2
of the excitation process on <xn*> an<*
n
A supersonic molecular beam source is used. The velocity
distribution is given by (Hab77)
ellp
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.

(5.13)

with « M " ( Y / ( Y ~ O ) o the flow velocity, Y * cn^cii tne r a t i ° °* tne
specific heats and a • (2fcT /m )* the characteristic velocity in the
source at temperature T . The width of the velocity distribution is
characterized by the speed ratio S * uja,,. For the experiments described in this chapter typical values are S - 8.1, 10.8, 9.2 and 12.0
for He, Ne, Ar and Kr, respectively. This narrow velocity distribution
perfectly fulfils our first requirement.
The absolute value of the centre-line intensity J(o) which is
necessary for the absolute determination of n„*ö„_„ (eq. (5.5)) is
ft

&2C0

given by (Hab77)

with K the peaking factor and N the total number flow rate through the
nozzle. Experimental values are K * 1.98 and K • 1.38 for monoatomic
and diatomic gases, respectively.
The overall velocity resolution due to the chopper and the time
channels of the multiscaler is typically 4.6% at V « 1000 m/s .
A pierce type electron gun is used. The energy resolution 6(E)/E
is determined by the geometrical extent of the electron-neutral interaction volume. A typical value is 12%.
The metastable atoms are detected by secondary electron emission
from a metal surface (stainless steel). We have single particle
detection techniques, using an electron multiplier and a F.A.R.
amplifier-discriminator combination. The experimental results are
stored in a P.D.P. 11-20 process controlling computer and subsequently
transmitted to the Burroughs B77OO of the computational centre of the
university.
5.5

Experimental results

In the excitation to a metastable level two processes are
involved, direct excitation and indirect excitation, i.e. excitation
to a higher level and subsequent radiative decay to a metastable level.
For the heavy noble gases indirect excitation is fairly important and
has to be taken into account for an evaluation of the experimental
data. In table 5.1 the mean excitation energy E* of the metastable
levels (two) and E** of the np-levels (ten) are given. For Argon we
have estimated the cross sections for the two processes using the
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Table 5.1
The excitation energy of the Is (Paschen) metastable levels and
the 2p levels and the contribution of the direct and indirect
excitation to the metastable excitation cross section.
E*(eV)

E**(eV)

He
Ne

20.02

21.02

16.64

18.63

Ar

11.58

13.17

Kr

10.03

11.68

indirect **

.17

.27

(a) Ferreira (Fer75)

values of Ferreira (Fer75) for the total excitation cross section of
the 4p-levels and inserting the branching ratios for radiative decay
of the metastable states (Fer75a).

5.5.1

Determination of <v' *> and S(v' ,J
_
xtn
x.n

Metastable beam profiles have been measured as a function of the
position x * of the detector slit. The zero of the x *-scale is carefully determined experimentally with a metastable primary beam source.
The electron energy is varied between E* and 100 eV. Typical
measurements for Argon are given in fig* 5.6. From these measurements

Xn»(mm)
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Fig. 5.6
The intensity of moleoular beam
metastable particles vs the displacement of the 8 lit xn* for Ar
for different electron energies
*l

we have calculated the mean velocity transfer <v' ^>
6

the rms velocity width « 0 ^ n * ) - <* n *) V

W

n

<x *> %Jv and

due to the excitation

process by subtracting the contribution due to the apparatus.
The experimental results for <V'

*> are given in fig. 5.7 for

Ar. The solid lines are calculated values of y'

* corresponding to

3d f ft

a scattering angle 9 = 0 and excitation energy range E* and E**t
respectively. The value of V^ n* corresponding to 0 = TT/2 (independent
of E* or E**) is also indicated (broken line). Figure 5.8 shows
experimental results for <v\

*> for He, Ne and Kr. At small electron

energies <v^ n1> increases rapidly for Ar and Kr and closely approaches
the G = ir/2 prediction indicating a nearly isotropic cross section.
At high electron energies the experimental results closely approach
the 0 = 0 prediction for E**.
Figure 5.9 shows as a function of the electron energy the spread
&

( V

exc ' x,n*^

relative

to

V

(«!• (5.12b)), the radius of the inelastic

scattering sphere for an energy loss E*. The solid lines represent for
the different gases

the rms velocity width due to the apparatus

10 2 -

10

Fig. 6.7
The mean momentum transfer <v' *>
as a function of the electron*'*1
energy in the case of Ar. The lines
denoted with E* and E** refer to a
Q = 0 scattering process for direct
excitation (energy loss E*) and
indirect excitation (energy loss
E**)t respectively. The broken line
(
) refers to a 0 = ir/2
scattering process^ which is independent of the energy loss.
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He
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Kr
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2

5
1Ö2 2
Eel(eV)

Fig. 5.8
The mean momentum transfer <vx n*>
as a function of the electron
energy for He, Ne and Ar.
Concerning the different lines the
convention is similar to fig. 5.7.

Fig. 5.9
The ratio of the rms-^oelocity width
&
exo(vx»n*) and the radius of the
inelastic scattering sphere un* as
a function of the electron energy
Eep Solid lines refer to
&app(vx3n*)/un*m The broken line
represents &exo(Vxan*)/un* in the
case of an isotropxa cross section.

ö
(ü1 .) relative to u± as a function of the energy. The broken
line represents £exo (i>'
x,n*J)lun*.in the case of an isotropic -.ross
section. From this figure we can conclude that for high energies
and

6

exo('Vxtn*^ a r e a P P r o x i m a t e l y e <I ual except for He.
For low energies 6
(v' A ) becomes much more important. This means
that the rms width of the intensity of metastable atoms is mostly due
to the differential cross section a
(0). For Ar and Kr <S (v' )/u
&C@

&CG

«C ^ Yl *

closely approaches the isotropic limit for low energies, which again
indicates a nearly isotropic cross section.

Yt *

5.5.2 Effioienoy of the detector
By using a wide slit (d - 5 mm, d = 7 mm) the excitation total
x
y
cross section has been measured as a function of the electron energy E ~
The results are given in fig. 5.10. All cross sections are normalized
to unit height. For comparison we also give the experimental results
for Ar obtained by Borst (Bor74) and Lloyd et al. (Llo72). We see
perfect agreement with our data. Qualitatively the measured curves
show the same behaviour. With increasing energy E* of the metastable
level the maximum shifts to larger E *-values and the width of the Q-E -,
curve increases considerably. This behaviour is in qualitative agreement
with the results of Zapesochnyi (Zap66) for the excitation cross
sections of the 2p (Faschen notation) levels for Ar, Kr and Xe and
reflects again the contribution of the indirect excitation.
The efficiency of the detector is determined by the total cross
section Q
and the secondary electron yield n of the metal surface.
The latter is clearly dependent on E* (Bor71). Because we do not know
this yield for our surface, we can only give absolute values for the
product (TI *$„„„) • From a comparison of our results for Ar with the
results of Borst (Bor74),who has measured a maximum total cross section
_2Q o
Q
= .37 10
m at an electron energy E -, = 22 eV we have deduced a
e
exo
*
secondary electron yield n # =0.10 for Ar* on our stainless steel
surface. This is rather low compared to the results of Dunning (Dun71,
Dun71a) who finds n * ^ 0.9 for chemically cleaned stainless steel.
For a Cu-Be-0 surface Borst finds n * = 0.035 for Ar*. By using n
values scaled to the results of Borst we can derive absolute values
of Ö
for Ne, Kr and N_ (table 5.2). The value of Q
for N o can
exo
&
exo
*•
then be cross checked with the absolute value of Borst. We see a
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Fig. 5.10
Relative values Qexc/^exojmax °f * ^ total aross section
for exoitation to a metastable level vs the electron
energy Eei, for Net Art Kr and tfg. For comparison the
results of Lloyd (Llo72) and Borst (Bor74) for Ar (
)
are also indicated.

Table 5.2
The maximum cross section Qexa calculated using the result of Borst
for Argon resulting in an electron yield n«* for our situation.

this work other authors
Ne

Ar
Kr
No

30
22
,d
12

(a) Borst (Bor74)
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3.7
3.8
1.5
6.2

-3
10
10"2
10"2

io" 3

0.37
0.10
0.064
0.005

.01
.37
.23
1.2

.37 (a)
1.6 (a)

reasonable agreement thus supporting our approach. In table 5.2 we
have listed the experimentally determined maximum n *Q

and the

secondary electron yield n * by comparing our results for n ±Q
ft

,

Tt 0CCG

with the absolute values for Q
obtained by Borst. Assuming that
the correspondence between our n * and the results of Borst for Ar
and N„ also holds for Ne and Kr we have listed the results for Q
2
exo
in table 5.2.

5.6

Conclusion
Excitation to a metastable level as a detection scheme for ground

state particles is very advantageous for several cases. The background
2
5
suppression, due to the solid angle acceptance, is very high (10 -10 ) .
Especially in those cases where the residual gas is mainly due to the
molecular beam particles, this method is very profitable. Due to this
background suppression only normal vacuum conditions (10

-10

Torr)

are required, which may save a lot of effort. Because we are dealing
with neur.ral particles, no space charge effects are involved and we
can enlarge our emission current considerably, resulting in a detection
efficiency comparable to an ionization detector. The detection scheme
is especially suited for high velocity particles.
The detection scheme is not universal. It is limited to those
gases which have a metastable excitation energy, high enough to detect
the particle by secondary emission of an electron from a metal surface.
The experiments described in this paper give all the information
necessary to design an optimum detector configuration. An unsatisfactory
point remains the incomplete knowledge of the efficiency of the detector
of metastables which may very well depend on surface conditions.

5.7

Excitation detection of fast ground state atoms

Preliminary experiments have been performed on the detection of
fast (eV-range) ground state atoms in a new experimental facility in
the TOF II machine. The main difference with the experimental facility
described before is the length A-, which is now 7 10

m.

Figure 5.11 shows a measured spectrum in the case of Ar for
E-

= 50 eV. The maximum count rate is 700 Hz and the signal to back-

ground ratio is 10. For comparable plasma conditions the maximum count
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Fig. 5.11
A spectrum of fast ground
state atoms, detected with
the excitation detection
scheme.

rate in the case of an ionization detector is 35 kHz with a signal
to background ratio 1. At E « = 50 eV, the excitation cross section is
approximately a factor 25 smaller than the ionization cross section at
E i = 100 eV (ionization detector).
ei
Comparing this with the ratio of the count rates for both
detection schemes, we see a reasonable agreement within a factor two.
The measured temperatures for both detection schemes are equal within
10%.
In the case of excitation detection of fast ground state atoms
from a HCA we have to discriminate between the ground state atoms
excited by the electron beam and the metastables in the original
molecular beam. We use the difference in direction due to the momentum
transfer in the excitation process to discriminate the excited ground
state atoms from the original metastables.
The first experiments show promising results for the future.
However, to optimize the detection scheme, the detection efficiency
of metastable atoms has to be improved and a different type of
electron gun has to be built, that gives larger emission currents.
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6. Experimental results in the long arc configuration

The first section deals with the definition of a Zong arc.
Results on the molecular beam sampling of atoms in the ground state
and in metastdble states are discussed in 6.2 and 6.23 respectively.
Finally we discuss the results within the framework of a plasma modelt
where the ion energy balance is used as a starting point.

6.1

Definition of the long arc

In the case of the long arc configuration the neutral density in
the plasma n

is directly determined by the neutral density in the

plasma chamber n

•, , which is determined by the flow rate through the

cathode N and the pumping speed of the plasma chamber. In the short
arc configuration n

depends on the direct flow rate through the

cathode. We can distinguish three contributions, viz. the direct flow
rate through the cathode N, an influx of ground state atoms that have
been reflected against the end anode, and the increase of the residence
time on the axis of the plasma of ground state atoms due to ion-neutral
collisions. We will discuss this in more detail in chapter 7.
For our plasma radii and ion densities the conditions for the
long arc configuration coincide with the condition that the mean free
path of cold ground state atoms A

>_ 2R7

where R7

is the plasma

radius. For the short arc configuration the condition A
ft jG

<<

R7
c

holds.
To illustrate this fig. 6.1 shows the intensity and temperature
of the ground state atoms as a function of the arc length L 7 . Region
pcI is the short arc configuration, where a strong gradient exists both
in the intensity and in the temperature. In the long arc configuration
(region II) we can distinguish two contributions, i.e. hot ground
state atoms resulting from ion-neutral collisions (subscript n,h) and
cold ones (subscript n,c) coming from regions outside the plasma
without having encountered an ion (A

> 2R7).

fir f G ""™

In this region the

P Is

intensities are fairly constant.
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Fig. 6.1
The intensity cend temperature as a function of the
avo length Lpi at an avo current Ia = 10 A and a
magnetio induction Bo = 3.6 10~2 T. The lower part
of the figure shows the experimental set up in the
long arc configuration.

6.2

Data analysis

6. 2.1 Ground state atoms
Evaluation of the data is done by least squares analysis of the
measured time-of-flight spectra using appropriate model functions.
For a Maxwellian distribution function the recorded number of counts
in each time channel is given by eq. (4.A). Inserting the velocity
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distribution function we can rewrite eq. (4.4), resulting in

(6.1)
{

where
and

Vo

= lit*) • exp -(£*)
)~2

fit*)

with t* = t-Jt^t ta = L/a, o = UfeT/m)

the characteristic velocity

at temperature 7 and Ï the number of chopper periods. Having I and t
as free parameters in the fitting process we can directly determine
ICO)

and T according to eq. (6.1). As we have seen in chapter 3,

we expect to find two components in the time-of-flight spectrum: one
due to ion-neutral collisions and one due to neutral particles coming
from regions outside the plasma without having encountered an ion. We
neglect the influence of elastic collisions, although these collisions
result in an enhanced population of the low velocity tail of the
spectrum. Therefore we have fitted the measured spectrum with two
Maxwellian distributions. A typical result is given in fig. 6.2. We
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Fig. 6.2
A measured spectrum for ground state atoms* fitted with
tuo Maxuellian distribution functions. The upper part
shows the residue = experiment-f it.
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see,

however, that a strong residual structure remains at the high

velocity side of the spectrum. Therefore we have added a third
Maxwellian distribution and now the model function perfectly describes
the measured spectrum (fig. 6.2a). However, by having the three
temperatures as free parameters, there is a strong correlation between
the distribution of the hot ground state atoms and the distribution
describing the high velocity tail, and consequently the results are
not very consistent. Therefore the intensity behaviour of the hot
ground state atoms is described by the sum of the two hot distributions
and the temperature is derived from the fit with two Maxwellians. This
gives a fair estimate of the temperature of the bulk of the hot ground
state atoms.

O

Fig. 6. 2a
A measured spectrum for ground state atoms fitted with
three Maxuellian distribution functions.
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6.2.2 Metastable atoms

A typical spectrum for metastable atoms is given in fig. 6.3.
Fitting of the measured spectra of metastable atoms with obvious model
functions like e.g. Maxwellian distribution functions, does not give
satisfactory results. A strong residual structure remains over the
whole spectrum. Therefore we proceed as follows. Equation (4.5) gives
the number of counts in each time channel per chopper period. The
intensity J(o) * is now given by

where m is the total number of time channels in the spectrum. In order
to compare the temperature of the ground state atoms and the metastable
2
atoms, we calculate <U *> given by

n

m

(6.3)

Fig. 6.3
A measured spectrum for metastable atoms.
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The extra factor ü(t v?7 )~' in eq. (6.3) is due to the transformation
of the measured metastable distribution to a density distribution.
For a Maxwellian distribution the corresponding temperature is then
given by

IkTn* =
6.3

I

>

Ground state atoms

The results for the long arc configuration are all obtained with
the model III HCA. The experimental situation is sketched in fig. 6.1.
The end anode has a fixed position with respect to the magnetic coils.
The axial position of the cathode can be varied over a length of 45 mm.
The variation of the radial position is 4 mm.
Figure 6.4 shows intensities and temperatures of the cold and hot
ground state atoms as functions of the neutral density in the source
chamber n
B

-, , for an arc current I

= 3.6 10

= 10 A and a magnetic induction

T. For comparison we have also drawn the intensity of

an effusive source at room temperature with the corresponding neutral
density. From this figure we can conclude that the temperature is a
slowly decreasing function of the neutral density and the intensity
is approximately proportional to n

, . This means that ion-neutral
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collisions and/or ionization are the dominant terms in the transmission
probability,- which results in I(o)

"* n

(eq. (3.18)).

The results for both components, i.e. the cold distribution and
the hot distribution will be described in more detail in the following
two sections.
6. 3.1

Cold ground state atoms

In analogy with eq. (3.18) the intensity of cold ground state
atoms, I(o)

due to atom-atom collisions is given by

n <Qv>.
nta
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Figure 6.5 shows the intensity I(o)

and the temperature T
n>a

'
function of the arc current I
and BQ = 3.6 10
increasing I

at a background density n

as a
20

, = 2 10

-3
m

T. We see a strongly decreasing intensity with

indicating a decreasing n

and/or an increasing n . and

1

2 . The temperature is fairly constant. We will discuss these results
in more detail in section 6.5.
6. 3.2

Hot ground state atoms

Figure 6.6 shows the intensity I(o)

and the temperature T

u

n f fï

, as
n ffï

a function of the arc current for different neutral densities n , and
n,b
different magnetic inductions. We clearly see a shift of the maximum
intensity to higher arc currents with increasing neutral density and
decreasing magnetic induction. Figure 6.7 shows the external plasma
parameters, i.e. the arc current, thc magnetic induction and the
neutral density n

•,, for which the intensity I(o)

, reaches a

maximum. These figures reflect the behaviour of the intensity as a
function of the ionization degree as derived in chapter 3. These models
give maximum intensities for 3 = n./(n-+n ) % 0.6.
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Fig. 6.6
The intensity and temperature of the hot ground state atoms as
a function of the arc current for different neutral densities
?% 2) and magnetic inductions Bo.
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The external plasma parameters, i.e.
Iat nn 2J and Bo for which the intensity
I(o)nth reaches a maximum.

The temperatures, corresponding to a maximum intensity are all
approximately constant and equal to T' « % 0.5 eV. Using eq. (2.3)
it f ft

for the ion temperature and assuming T

•, = T. we find 3 !fc 0.5,

corresponding fairly well with the calculation of the ionization
degree in our models. From the calculation based on our models we
would expect a constant maximum intensity for a given flow rate.
However, in this calculation we did not take into account the
influence of the varying electron temperature, i.e. ionization. We
will discuss this point in section 6.5.
20 -3
Figure 6.8 shows for nn ^ = 2.0 10
m , J^ = 10 A and
_2
*
B = 3.6 10
T the intensity and temperature as a function of the
radial position x. Both intensity and temperature are fairly constant

- 1 0

x(10'3m)

Fig. 6.8
The intensity and temperature
for hot ground state atoms as
a function of the radial
position x.
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over the whole scanning range. Visually the arc has a diameter of
approximately 5 mm in front of the end anode. A qualitatively same
behaviour of the ion temperature has also been reported by Timmermans
(Tim81).

6. 3. 3

Superhot ground state atoms

As we have seen in section 6.2 we find significant tail formation
at the high velocity side of the spectra of the ground state atoms. We
call this the superhot distribution
large correlation between T

(subscript n,sh).

•, and T

Due to the

, the results on the intensity

and temperature of the superhot distribution are not very consistent.
In order to give some idea on the order of magnitude of the intensity
and temperature of the superhot distribution, fig. 6.9 gives the
intensity and temperature as a function of the arc current for
different neutral background densities n

,. In the upper part of •
ri

f D

this figure we have plotted the ratios I(o)

and T
T

f% j
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6.9

The intensity and temperature of the superhot ground state
atoms as a function of the arc current Ia for different
neutral
densities nn b- TheTupper part shows the ratios
I
(o)n3sh/Ko)nth
<*id Tnish/ n.h* vhere Ko)nth is the
total intensity of hot ground state atoms and Tn ^ is the
temperature of the bulk of the hot ground state atoms.
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ri

The intensity I(o)

, has been calculated by taking the sum of the

intensities of the two hot distributions, determined from the three
Maxwellian fit. The temperature T

, is the temperature of the bulk

of the hot ground state atoms, determined in the two Maxwellian fit.
Both the intensity ratio and the temperature ratio approach to 1 with
increasing arc current, showing that the influence of tail formation
decreases with increasing arc current.

6.4

Metastable atoms

Figure 6.10 shows the intensity I(o)

#

and

ie temperature T ^

of the metastable atoms as a function of the arc current for different
_2
neutral densities and a magnetic induction B = 3.6 10
T. The most
striking feature in this figure is the high metastable temperature
as compared to the temperature of the ground state atoms. The intensity
increases slightly with increasing arc current.
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Fig. 6.10
The intensity and temperature of metastable atoms
as a function of the arc current for different
neutral densities ny, -u and a magnetic induction
Bo = 3.6 10~2 T.
'
With the model III HCA only measurements on Ar have been performed.
To compare Ar and Kr we use older data obtained in the model I HCA.
Figure 6.11 shows for both gases the intensity and temperature as a
2
T- and Ia
function of the neutral density nntb
10 A.
o = 4.5
•-- 10"
-Because of the small pumping speed (50 1/s) the neutral density is
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Fig. 6.11
The intensity and temperature of metastable atoms
for Ar and Kr as a function of the neutral density
n
ntb f°r a magnetic induction BQ = 4.5 10~2 T and
an arc current Ia = 10 A.

higher for corresponding flow rates in comparison with the model III
HCA. The intensity behaviour is similar to the results for the model
III HCA for corresponding neutral densities n

,. Temperatures are a

factor 3 higher than that of the ground state atoms.
Within the frame work of our theoretical model (chapter 3 ) , the
ratio of the intensities of the metastable and the ground state atoms
is a direct measure for the electron temperature. Calculating the
electron temperature from the ratio I(0) w */l(c) n , we find electron
temperatures ranging from 3-10 eV. Inserting these values in the ion
energy balance we find ion densities that are rather unlikely. Moreover, we cannot imagine any physical mechanism, that explains the
temperature difference between the two populations. Therefore we have
followed a different procedure.
In a time-of-flight experiment the intensity is measured as a
function of the flight time or velocity. For measurements on both the
ground state atoms and the metastable atoms the velocity dependent

intensity ratio Fnitn(v) = I(o)nilPn1t(v)/I(,o)nPn(v)

can be calculated.

We have to take into account the different detector efficiencies,
i.e. a density detector for ground state atoms with TW % "0

and a

flux detector for metastable atoms with n n * " constant. Therefore we
have transformed the measured velocity dependent intensity of the
metastable atoms to the corresponding density distribution by multi-
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plying with V~ . To reduce the noise on the fraction F^

n(v)

due to

statistical noise in the time-of-flight spectrum of the ground state
atoms, we use the three Maxwellian fit, which perfectly describes the
measured spectrum. The fraction F

(ü) is then given by

V(l2L))n*

'n*,n (v)

(6.6)

~
A typical result is given in fig. 6.12 where we have plotted F

t

(u)

ft }Yl

as a function of the time-of-flight. The solid lines in the upper part
of the spectrum refer to the fitted spectrum of the ground state atoms
and the metastable spectrum, transformed to a density detector, as
discussed before. We have assumed n w * = 1 for the detection efficiency
of metastable atoms. We can distinguish three regions in this fraction
plot, denoted with region A, region B and region C. We will discuss
these regions in more detail now.

tn(10'3s)
Fig. 6.12
The Velocity dependent intensity ratio
Fn* n(v) = I(o)n*Pn*(v)/I(o)nPn(v). The solid lines
in the upper part of the figure refer to the fitted
8peotrum of ground state atoms and the measured
spectrum of metastable atoms, transformed to a
density detector.
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The increasing fraction with increasing velocity in region A is
not fully understood. An explanation might be that there is a small
voltage drop in front of the sampling orifice. The voltage drops over
20 -3
a distance of the order of the Debye length, A n . For n = 10
m
and T

-6 m. The V'
corresponding mean free

= 3 eV, \n is equal to 1.3 10

path for metastable atoms with V * = 1500 m/s is given by
n
-5
X * = 3.10

m. Putting to the width, over which the voltage drops,

an upper limit of 5X_, the maximum contribution of this region to the
total metastable intensity is approximately 20%. For ground state
atoms, however, the effect is negligible.
The constant fraction (region B) is directly related to the
electron temperature, as can be expected from our model, which predicts
a fraction independent of the velocity. Figure 6.13 shows the electron
temperature T

as a function of the arc current for a background
—J}

20

density n

, = 2 10

m

—2

and B

= 3.6 10

T. We see an increasing T

o

n,c>

e

1. Smaller
values
of r\ result
in larger
we
have
assumed n.
with
increasing
arc current
as can
be expected.
Throughout
this Tsection
'n*
n1
&
values. This we will discuss in section 6.5.
Region C shows a slightly decreasing fraction with decreasing
velocity. For n

= 10

m

, T

= 3 eV and V ^ <_ 1000 m s~ , we find

for the mean free path of metastable atoms X

j^ 2 10

m. A slight

gradient of the electron temperature over the view depth A
the small decrease in F ^

can cause

(v). Also a decreasing detection efficiency

ft yfb

of metastable atoms can give rise to such a behaviour. Which mechanism
causes this slight decrease of F

#

(v) for V

#

<_ 1000 m s

is not

clear.

2.5>

Fig. 6.13
The electron temperature T& as a
function of the arc current for a2
magnetic induction Bo = 3.6 10~ T
and a neutral density nn u =
2 10^0 mm-3
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n b
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6.5

The ion and neutral density in the plasma

From our measurements we directly derive the absolute intensity
I(o)

,, the temperature T

assuming T

, and the electron temperature T . By

, = T., we also have the ion temperature. From these

quantities we derive the ion density n. and the neutral density n

in

the plasma, assuming that the ion energy balance (eq. (2.2)) and the
intensity calculation (eq. (3.18)) are valid. Figure 6.14 gives the
flow diagram of our calculations.
With the ion energy balance we calculate from T

, and T , giving

ft y ft
l

and n./n

the density ratio n./n . With the absolute intensity I(o)
Yl
Yl

%

7

we can calculate both n. and n

in the plasma, averaged over

the view depth of the fast ground state atoms.

Experiment
F n . n (v(t fl »

n e .n n

I.E.B.

K0) n

K0»n.h

Exp.

nnn(ion.

rate)

flow rate,
pumpingspeed

Ionizationrate
n

n

n

n.b

Fig.

6.14

Flow diagram of the calculations.
IEB stands for ion energy balance.
Figure 6.15 shows T , n. and n

as a function of the arc current

for different neutral background densities n^ ^. With increasing arc
current the ion density and the electron temperature increase and the
neutral density decreases as expected.
For comparison we also calculate n
n

h

from the background density

pi through

and the ionization probability over the plasma radius R,

the relation

= nntb

-

(6.7)

{n <QV>

e

ion

The results are shown in fig. 6.16. In these calculations we have
assumed n *

1. To determine the influence of n * we have performed

the same calculations for n *

0.5 and n

•n*

2. For n. and T the
%
e
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Fig. 6.15
The electron temperature Tei the ion
density n^ and the neutral density nn
as a function of the ara current for
different neutral densities nn £, and
a magnetic induction Bo = 3.6 \o~^ T.
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I a (A)

variation is of the order of 10%. The results for n

are given in

fig. 6.16. This figure shows that the best results are achieved for
n * = 1• This value for n * is in fair agreement with measurements
rit

{%

of Dunning (Dun71). Of course systematic errors in the numerical
values for the ratio of <Qv>

/<QV>.

exa

* have the same result and

i,ontn

are indistinguishable from the influence of n *•
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V
Fig. 6.16
Comparison of the neutral density nn
calculated via the ion energy balance
and nn calculated from nn fr and the
20 ionization rate (solid lines) for
different detection efficiencies of
the metastable atoms n n *.

Finally we can also calculate from n , n., T , T
I if

intensity I(o)

I*

, and T
fir * fl

&

the
TL « G

and compare this with the experimental results.

il> f G

Figure 6.17 shows both the theoretical intensity and the measured
intensity I(o)

. We see a large discrepancy between theory and

lit p G

experiment. This discrepancy can have several reasons, which we will
discuss now in more detail.
In our curve fitting procedure we do not take into account the
influence of elastic ion-neutral collisions. Such collisions increase
the population of the low velocity side of the fast ground state atoms,
resulting in a decreasing intensity for the cold distribution I(o)
To estimate the influence of this effect we have replaced the Maxwellian
distribution function for the fast ground state atoms by a distribution
function that contains both a Maxwellian distribution function (charge
exchange) and a distribution function for hard sphere elastic collisions.
The resulting decrease of I(o)

% 10% and we can conclude that this

ft f G

effect alone cannot explain the great discrepancy.
A second effect is the influence of small angle ion-neutral elastic
collisions, that may effectively contribute to J(o)
angles 15

. For scattering

< 0 < 30 , the resulting cross section Qei % 20 A

A simple calculation shows that this intensity I(o)^~n

(App. A ) .

contributes

ft f G

considerably to the theoretical I(o)

, and is of the same order as

AÏ a G

the experimental I(o)

(fig. 6.17).

To examine the remaining difference we have to calculate two more
contributions, i.e. the contribution of the neutral density n

due

to the recombination of ions on the end anode and the influence of fhe
neutral density in the source orifice. As we have seen in chapter 2,
n

is strongly dependent on the electron temperature and the ratio

of the drift velocities w./w . For w-lw

= 1 a strong increase of T

is needed in order to find a maximum in the I(o)
for wJw

, curves. However,

= 0.25 a maximum is already achieved for a constant T . In

our experiments we find only a slightly increasing T
w./w

= 0.25. For w

and we assume

= 600 m/s this results in W- = 150 m/s.

Measurements of Pots (Pot79) show that W. % 0(10"')a. with a. =
•

4-

If

Is

(2kT./m) . In our experiments a. varies from 1200-1900 m/s and the
resulting W. ^ 100-200 m/s, thus supporting our approach. The view
V
-3
depth of the cold ground state atoms is 0(10

m ) . From eq. (2.7) we

can calculate a mean neutral density <n > in this plasma region and
calculate the resulting cold neutral intensity. However, the velocity
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of the recombination atoms has the wron]» direction and the resulting
is given by
n,c
ree
>A X(<t>
>) • (6-8)
n
(n +n
I v
n,a
n,o n,o r,
In most cases \(<V >) is determined by ion-neutral collisions.
intensity

for

(n

*7 rMy, n+ny, n ^ ^ V F ° rWiJ'Wn * 0 # 2 5 «
\n.,
., and we can calculate the resulting I(°)
( ) n _ (fig- 6.17).
<n
n,r
We also have to examine the influence of the neutral density in
the source orifice, which acts as an effusive source for cold ground
state atoms. We assume that in this region the ion density is fairly
low and \(<v >) is merely determined by neutral-neutral interaction.
fir % Cs

This contribution I(.o)°

•

%

is given in fig. 6.17.

Fig. 6.1?
Comparison of the experimental intensity of cold ground
state atoms I(o)n o and the theoretical I(o)ntO,
due to
the different contributions; 1: nn via the ion energy
balance (eq. (6.5)); 2: small angle elastic ion-atom
collisions; 3: increase of the neutral density nn due
to recombination of ions on the end anode; 4: neutral
density in the source orifice.
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Figure 6.18 shows n.t n

and T

as a function of the radial distance

x, to the axis of the plasma. A typical diameter of the arc is 5.0 mm
(visual observation). We see that n
whole cross section, while T

is more or less constant over the

and n- decrease towards the outer plasma

regions. However, in these calculations we have neglected the influence
of the viscosity on the ion temperature balance in the outer plasma
regions. Taking these effects into account we expect a decrease of
n^inn. The resulting ion density will decrease linearly dependent with
n

jlnv,i resulting in an enhanced decrease of n. towards the outer plasma

regions. The neutral density n , however, will remain fairly constant.
The results on «., n

and T

as a function of the arc length L ,

are shown in fig. 6.19. Both the ion density and the electron
temperature increase with decreasing arc length L 7 . This is in
piagreement with previous experiments (Tim81). The solid line in the
nn plot refers to n

calculated according to eq. (6.7). We can conclude

that there is a reasonable agreement.

-2

-1
x (10"3m)

Fig. 6.18
The electron temperature Tet the ion density n^ and the
neutral density nn as a function of the radial distance
x to the axis of the p
plasma. Parameters: Bo = 3.6 10~2 T3
3
19
d n
Ia = 10 A and
= 20 1019 m~3.
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-pi

Fig. 6.19
The electron temperature Te3 the ion density n^ and the neutral
density nn as a funtion of the arc length Lpi. Parameters:
Bo = 3.6 10-2 T, Ia= 10 A and nn b=2 1020 m3. The solid line
in the nn-plot refers to nn calculated via nn £.

6.6

Concluding remarks

In this chapter we have presented the results on the molecular
beam sampling of the long arc configuration. The intensity behaviour
as a function of the external plasma parameters shows that we have
developed a satisfactory model to describe the production of fast
ground state atoms. Moreover, the ratio of the ion and neutral density
as derived from T

, via the ion energy balance, corresponding to the

maximum intensity, agrees fairly well with the theoretical prediction.
From the velocity dependent ratio of the intensity of ground state
atoms and metastable atoms we have derived the electron temperature T .
&
From the neutral background density, determined by the flow rate
through the cathode and the pumping speed, and the ionization rate we
have also calculated the neutral density in the plasma. These values
correspond fairly well with the values derived via the ion energy
balance, which supports the validity of the determination of 2* .
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7. Experimental results in the short arc configuration
In the first section we discuss briefly the data analysis. The
second section deals with the results on the ground state atoms and
the results on metastable atoms are discussed in section 7.3. In
section 7.4 we discuss briefly preliminary results on the laser
probing of fast metastable Ne atoms giving information on the
velocity dependent production region of metastable atoms.

7.1

Data analysis

A typical spectrum of ground state atoms is given in fig. 7.1.
As we can see from this figure the TOF spectrum is a smooth function.
This is in sharp contradiction with the measured spectra in the long
arc configuration. However, for the short arc such a smooth velocity
distribution is to be expected since the mean free path A

for ground

state atoms is small compared to the plasma radius. Curve fitting of
the measured spectra of ground state atoms with either a .-laxwellian
distribution function or a supersonic distribution (eq. (5.13)) does
not give satisfactory results in most cases. A strong residual

4-

_

3-

2

I
•

•••••••••••• •
tfl (103s)

Fig. 7.1
Typical spectrum for ground state atoms.
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structure remains over the whole spectrum. The actual shape of the
spectra, however, resembles most closely a supersonic structure.
Therefore we have followed a different procedure. The results on the
intensity and temperature of the ground state atoms have been obtained
according to the following equations
m

n°)n - J i \(.tfl) -£- u
and

jkTn

W o

(^)f1

=\rn<v2n>

(7..)
(7.2)

m
with

2
<V > =
n

m

I N (tfl)
This definition of "temperature" is just a formal way of comparing
average energies in unities that are comparable to the results of the
long arc configuration. For metastable atoms the intensity and
temperature have been determined according to eq. (6.2) and eq. (6.3).
The definition of <v > in eq. (7.2) differs from eq. (6.3) because the
neutral detector is a density detector while the metastable detector
is a flux detector.

7.2

Ground state atoms

Measurements on ground state atoms have been performed both in
the model II HCA and the model III HCA. Due to the large pumping speed
in the model II HCA large flow rates N are permitted ranging from
10 1 8 -10 2 0 s" 1 . For the model III HCA N could only be varied between
18
19 ~ 1
10 -10
s . The general behaviour of the intensity and the
temperature is similar for both models. However, the intensity is a
factor of two higher in the model III HCA for comparable external
plasma conditions. The temperature is X 30% higher in the model III
HCA. The differences may be due to small differences in the mounting
of the cathode tube and in the pumping speed of the system. This will
lead to slightly different neutral densities which will of course
influence the electron density and with that both the temperature and
the intensity. As the behaviour of the intensity and temperature are
similar for both models we will treat the results together.
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Fig. 7.2
The intensity of ground state atoms
as a function of the flow rate through
the cathode with the arc switched off.

Figure 7.2 shows the intensity -^(°)n of ground state atoms as a
function of the flow rate through the cathode with the arc switched
off, for L 7 = 10 mm. This figure shows that for low flow rates the
pi.
intensity increases linearly with the flow rate as can be expected.
The levelling off at higher flow rates and the subsequent decrease
is due to interaction of the molecular beam particles with the background gas, i.e. particles that are reflected against the end anode.
The intensity with the arc switched on is shown in fig. 7.3 for an
-2
arc current I = 10 A and a magnetic induction B = 2.! 10
T. In
this case the proportionality of the intensity to the flow rate is
longer maintained. As we have seen in the foregoing chapter in the
discussion of the definition of the long arc, the neutral density in
the short arc is determined directly by the flow through the cathode,
the ground state atoms which have been reflected against the end
anode, and the increase of the residence time of ground state atoms
in the plasma column due to ion-atom collisions. To estimate the
contribution of the flow through the cathode we calculate the position

model nt o
o

•

<M

o
IA

• model rr
17

10

.

• •1

1019

N (s1)

Fig. 7. 3
The intensity of ground state atoms
20 as a function of the flow rate for
10
two HCA models. Parameters: Ia = 10 A
and Bo = 2.1 10~2 T.
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z

where n

= n

i » assuming a free supersonic expansion. As discussed

in chapter 2, the exit of the cathode is a sonic plane. Assuming that
the temperature of the ground state atoms in the cathode T

is equal

to the cathode temperature T , the drift velocity of the ground state
atoms in the end of the cathode W KiJ
(L 7 ) is equal to the local velocity

n pl'

2
of sound and is given by w (L -,) = (y/(Y + 1)) 2 <*
P Is

r%

Y =

a

with a = (2kT im)1 and
O

O

&

tne

vl°v

ratio of the specific heats. The flow rate through the
.
.
•
2
cathode is given by N = n (L 7 )w (L 7)(iri? ) with n (L 7 ) the number
ft

P Is

ft

P C'

G

fir P £•

_2
density in the sonic plane and R the nradius
of the cathode.
The
with
a
density n^z) is given by n^(L ,-3)
= 0(-(-Lpi~z^zPef^
z j. - 0.8 R (Hab77, She63). The background density is given by

rej

^

a

n h = NIP where P is the pumping speed in the plasma chamber. The
position z , where n (L ,-s ) = n , then follows from

n

n pi n

n,b

2

z = 0.4 —
n
a
o
with s

(7.3)

independent of the flow rate N and the cathode radius Ra. With

P = 70 1/s and aQ = 1000 m/s {TQ % 3000 K) we find zn = 5.3 10~ 3 m.
Comparing this with the length of region I in fig. 6.1, which is
_2
7 10
m, we find that the decrease of the neutral density in plasma
with increasing arc length is much less than predicted by a free
expansion. The contribution of ground state atoms, reflected against
the end anode, increases the neutral density with approximately a
factor 2 as compared to a free expansion. However, this cannot explain
the length of region I.
We now estimate the contribution of the increase of the residence
time of ground state atoms in the plasma column due to ion-atom
22 -3
-20 2
collisions. For n. = 10
m , Q._ = 64 10
m we find for the mean
free path of ground state atoms for ion-atom collisions
—1
M

(.Ql)

0.12 10

m. This estimate for n. is based on the

fact that the intensity of ground state atoms in the short, arc
configuration is two orders of magnitude higher than in the long arc
cohfiguration. The characteristic time for diffusion of a ground state
2
atom over a length R 7 is equal to ii..» = R TIWD where D is the
pi
diff
pi
diffusion coefficient given by D ^ -^ < ^ M > ^ n « For <v > = 1000 m/s and
X

= 0. 12 10

m we find T , . „ » = 6.2 10~*> s. The axial displacement

of a ground state atom in the time interval tjjff is equal to
W ^nl^Td-iff'
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For

^ri^-oi) ~ 2500 m/s we find a displacement of

-3
15 10
m. These values for <V > and w (£„•,) have been derived from
Tl lp L

Tl

the analysis of a measured spectrum with a supersonic distribution.
As we have seen in the foregoing chapter the difference between the
long arc configuration and the short arc configuration is mainly due
to the neutral density in the plasma. Comparing the neutral density
n

n

in the short

arc

configuration with n^ ,» which determines n

in

in the long arc, we find a difference of approximately two orders of
magnitude. This is equivalent to four e-folding lengths. The
corresponding length s^ is then given by z

=6

10

m, which is in

good agreement with the length of region I (fig. 6.1), which is
-2
approximately 7 10
m. Application of these same criteria on a HCA
with fully different dimensions also gives a good prediction of the
boundary of region I and region II (Tim81).
In fig. 7.4 we have plotted the intensity and the temperature,
obtained in the model II HCA, as a function of the magnetic induction
for different arc currents. We see a sharply decreasing intensity with
increasing arc current. For low arc currents the magnetic induction
only slightly influences the intensity. The temperature is fairly
constant as a function of the magnetic induction and increases with
increasing arc current. Comparing this intensity behaviour with our
calculations in chapter 3 we find for the ionization degree $ > 0.6.
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Fig. 7. 4
The intensity and temperature of ground state atoms as
a function of the magnetic inductionls for different arc
currents and a flow rate ft = 3.2 10 s~l.
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These g-values have been verified by performing line intensity
measurements on the Ar I spectrum and the Ar II spectrum (Pot79)
resulting in 3~values ranging from g = 0.4-0.8. Calculating the
ionization degree via the ion energy balance is hardly possible since
we expect that the temperature of the ground state atoms T.. is
approximately equal to the ion temperature at these high densities.
For comparison fig. 7.5 shows the intensity and the temperature
obtained in the mcdel III HCA as a function of the arc current for
different magnetic inductions. The behaviour of the intensity and the
temperature is similar to fig. 7.4.
Assuming that the transmission probability in eq. (3.18) is given
by T(z,v) \, n^Q^

2 , we can calculate the neutral density nn from the

intensity I(o) . For intensities varying between 2 10
21
22 -3
we find neutral densities given by n £ 10 -10
m

-2 10

s~ sr~ mm"
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Fig. 7. S
The intensity and temperature of ground state atoms as
a function of the ara current for different magnetic
inductions and # = 9.7 1018 s~2.

Figure 7.6 shows the intensity and temperature behaviour as a
function of the radial position x. The intensity curves are scaled to
unit height. The FWHM for the intensity curves is approximately constant
for all plasma lengths L •,. The temperature is approximately constant
over the whole scanning range. A similar temperature behaviour has
also been found in the long arc configuration.
In the model II HCA we have also performed measurements on Kr.
The intensities for Kr are approximately a factor two lower than for
Ar for comparable plasma conditions. The temperatures are approximately
equal for both gases.
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Fig. 7. 6
The intensity and temperature of ground state atoms as
a function of the radial position x for different arc
lengths. The intensity curves have been scaled to the
maximum intensity. Parameters:
N = 9.7 10^ s~^t
Ia = 10 A and Bo = 3.6 10~2 T.

7.3

Metastable atoms
Measurements with metastable atoms have been all obtained in the

model III HCA. Figure 7.7 shows the intensity I(°)n*

and the temperature

T „. as a function of the flow rate through the cathode for different
n
-2
arc currents and a magnetic induction S

= 3.6 10

T. Both the

temperature and the intensity are fairly independent of the flow rate
N. Comparing the temperature
the metastable
atomsto and
groundfor
2T of
, which
is comparable
the the
results
state atoms we find T
the long arc configuration.
L

t

Figure 7.8 shows the intensity as a function of the arc length
-2
18
1
5 A and B = 3.6 10
T. For comparison
for
= 5.7 1 0 - ss"

we have also given the intensity of the ground state atoms. The
intensities have been normalized to I(o)

, the maximum intensity,
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The intensity and temperature of metastable atoms as
a function of the flow rate for different arc currents
and Bo = 3.6 10~2 T.
and are plotted as a function of the arc length. From this figure we
may conclude that the intensity of the metastables decreases much less
with increasing arc length than the intensity of the ground state
atoms. A similar behaviour holds for the radial dependence of the
intensity. Towards the outer regions of the plasma the intensity for
the ground state atoms decreases more than the intensity of the
metastable atoms. This is shown in fig. 7.9 where we have plotted the
scaled intensity I(.o)/I(o)max as a function of the radial position x
for both metastable atoms and ground state atoms. This behaviour is
in contradiction with the results in the long arc configuration. In
this case the intensity of the metastables decreases more than the
intensity of ground state atoms.
We have also performed measurements on Kr and Ne. For Kr the
*
intensities are a factor 10 lower than for Ar. In the case of Ne the
intensities are approximately a factor 2 higher than for Ar. The
temperatures are approximately equal for the three gases.
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The scaled intensity I(c)/I(o)max
as a function of the radial position
x for both ground state atoms and
metastable atoms.
Parameters:til= 9.7 1O1S s~1i
Ia= 7.5 A and Bo = 3.6 1Q-2 T.

In view of the large temperature difference between ground state
atoms and metastable atoms, we have calculated the velocity dependent
intensity ratio F^

n0>).

Because fitting of the spectra does not give

satisfactory results we have used the experimental data of the spectrum.
The resulting intensity ratio is given by

(7.4)

A typical result is given in fig. 7.10. This figure shows a decreasing
F *
rfr

(v) with decreasing velocity. Comparing this with the results of

9 ft

the long arc configuration we do not find a region where F *
Tt

(u) is

independent of the velocity. At the low velocity side of the spectrum

t fl (10" 3 s)

Kg. 7.10
The velocity dependent ratio Fn* n(v)
as a function of the Hme-of-f'light.
The solid lines in the upper part of
the figure represent the measured
spectra for ground state atoms and
metastable state atoms (transformed
to a density detector). The spectra
are scaled to unit height.
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-5
-L
the intensity ratio varies between 6 10 -10 , resulting in electron
temperatures verying between 2.3-2.6 eV. These electron temperatures
are low compared to the long arc configuration. In chapter 6 we have
ascribed the decreasing fraction (region A) to the influence of the
boundary layer of the plasma which scales with the Debye length
A n ^ (T In ) . In the short arc configuration the Debye length is
-7
22-3
given by Afl = 1.3 10

m for T

= 3 eV and n

= 10

m

. The mean

free path for metastable atoms A * is proportional to n
in A J\n
find A

#

1

^ n~*. For u *= 3000 m s" , T
= 6 10

= 3 eV and n

resulting
= 10 2 2 m~ 3 we

m resulting in a ratio A */A_ ^ 5. In the long arc

we find A */A„ % 30 due to the lower ion density. We may conclude
that the shortness of the arc enhances the

influence of the boundary

layer considerably resulting in a decreasing fraction F*
ft

(v) over
jTi

the whole velocity spectrum.
To get more detailed information on the short arc configuration
spectroscopie measurements on the ion and neutral density have to be
performed. Also the flow of neutrals from the interior of the cathode
into the plasma column needs further investigation both experimentally
and theoretically.
7.4 Laser probing of Ne* (Is-) molecular beam production

As we have seen in the discussion in the foregoing chapters,
there is a fairly large discrepancy between the mean energies of the
ground state molecular beam and the metastable molecular beam. To get
more insight in the origin of this discrepancy we must have information
on the production region of the metastable molecular beam.
By probing the production region with a dye laser, we can deplete
the population of the Is,- or ls~ state (Faschen notation) by optical
pumping. In a time-of-flight experiment we analyse the intensity and the
velocity distribution of the molecular beam with the probe laser beam
switched on and off, respectively. These measurements are performed as
a function of the axial position z in the plasma. The velocity
dependent view depth \1*(l'n*) c a n ^ e calculated from the attenuation
of the metastable molecular beam due to the laser pumping at the
different positions z, assuming that the production of metastable
atoms n ^(v A ) and the pumping efficiency r|«(u *) are independent of z.
n
n
^
2
0
Preliminary experiments have been performed for the
Ne (ls_)
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metas table state, which is most abundant (population ratio ls~:ls~

5:1

according to the statistical weights). The sampling orifice has a diameter of 0.5 mm. We have used the short arc configuration with
-3
L

7

= 20 10

m. The axial dimension of the laser beam is 0.26 mm, with

"infinite" height.
A typical spectrum with probe laser beam switched on and off,
respectively, is given in fig. 7.11. We choose a fixed velocity V *,
corresponding to a group of time channels. The metastable particles
produced in the plasma region with z >_ zr are partially removed by
optical pumping. We denote this loss of intensity with AJ(s')
exp - Z
J n*'
n*

(7.5)

where r\„(V .) is the velocity dependent pumping efficiency. Plotting
M(z)/I(.o) as a function of z

we can determine X

±

and r\~(v * ) •

Figure 7.12 shows typical results for two velocities V *. The solid
lines are the curve fits resulting from a least squares analysis of
the data points. As we can see from this figure the scatter of the
data points increases considerably for high velocities and accurate
determination of X

#

and r\~(v # ) is not possible. For V

±

= 5300 m/s

the optical pumping efficiency r\„(v A ) = 0.21±0.01 and r\Av ^)

a •

s

•

%
%

'in
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S 3
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\

v
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i

tfl(10"4s)

r l

—

Fig. 7.11
Typical speotvum with laser
switched off (•) and on (*).
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0.25-

10
3

Z (10" m)
Fig. 7.12
The intensity ratio Mn*(s)/In*(o) as a function
of Zj the position of the •probe laser, for tu)o
different velocities. The solid lines represent
the curve fits obtained from a least squares
analysis.
decreases with increasing velocity. Figure 7.13 shows A * as a
function of the velocity V

it.

We see that X

#

i^ proportional to V

supporting the assumption that ionization by electrons is the most
important loss mechanism.

10

92

Fig. 7.12
The view depth A n * as a function of
the velocity vn*

For V * = 5000 m/s we find X „, = 6.1 10
(

n

V ' ( n e < Q l > > i o n «*» and

e

n

m. With X „. =

W

YL

takin

6

W

<Qo>

<ion n*%

10 13

~

™ s~l w e

find

% 10'^ m~ J , which is very low compared to the results for Ar where
21—3
^ 10
m . I n the case of Ne the diameter of the arc is observed

to be 10-20 mm.

This is very large compared with Ar (é 1-2 mm). So,

apparently the arc in Ne is of a different character with presumably
a lower electron density.
Because of the large statistical uncertainties in A * at high
velocities, an accurate determination of the production region of the
high velocity metastable particles (v * _>_ 8000 m/s) is not possible
and the problem concerning the discrepancy between the mean energies
of the metastable state atoms and the ground state atoms is not yet
solved.
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8. Concluding remarks

Molecular beam production of ground state atoms and metastable
atoms in a Hollow Cathode Arc can be used as a primary beam source
for elastic and inelastic scattering experiments in the superthermal
energy range. It is a source of simple design and a high reliability.
The broad velocity distribution is well matched to a scattering
experiment using a tiice-of-flight method for the velocity analysis.
This allows for simultaneous measurements of the cross section over
a wide velocity range.
The technique of molecular beam sampling of ground state atoms
in a low density plasma has been developed into a reliable and well
understood diagnostic. The calculations presented in this thesis give
insight in the processes involved and are in agreement with the
experimental results. The velocity distribution of the molecular beam
gives detailed information on the velocity distribution of the ions
in the plasma. From the absolute intensity of the beam and the
temperature of the fast ground state atoms we can derive the number
density of the neutrals and the ions in the plasma.
Great care has to be taken in interpreting the results of the
sampling of metastable state atoms. Due to the small view depth in
the plasma the effects of small boundary layers are very important.
However, simultaneous measurements of the velocity distributions of
both ground state atoms and metastable atoms are a sensitive probe
for the electron temperature.
The accuracy obtained in the determination of the plasma parameters n , n•, T

and T- compares favourably with the conventional

plasma diagnostics.
Detection of ground state atoms by excitation to a metastable
level is advantageous in a number of cases. Due to the directivity
of the molecular beam, the background suppression is very efficient.
The detection scheme is limited to gases with a metastable level high
enough to detect the metastable particle by secondary emission of an
electron from a metal surface.
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A.1
A.1.1

Ion - ground state atom collisions
Charge exchange

Kobayashi (Kob75) has measured the charge exchange cross section
for Ar + Ar using a drift tube technique. He uses for the primary ion
the Ar isotope to discriminate between primary ions and secondary
ions, resulting from charge exchange collisions. Figure A.1 shows the
charge exchange cross section as a function of the collision energy
for Ar.
Neynaber (Ney67) has measured the charge exchange cross section
using the merging beam technique. Discrimination between primary and
secondary ions is achieved by energy selection of the ion beam, which
results in a limited c m . solid angle acceptance.
Comparison of the results of Neynaber and the results of
Kobayashi shows that 90% of the total cross section is obtained for
c m . scattering angles Q < 36 .

<-> 10'

1
COLLISION ENERGY (eV)

Fig. A.I
The charge exchange cross section Qex„h as a function
of the collision energy (from Kobayashi (Kob?S)).
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A.1.2 Elastic collisions
Mittmann (Mit74) gives the potentials for the various states of
the Ar

+ Ar system. The potential shapes used are:
VQ(p) = e {exp (2ff,(?2(l-p)) - 2 exp (C,ff2(l-p))}
(A.I)
exp -

with e the well depth, p = r/r

the reduced position and r

the

position of the well. In table A.I the potential parameters for the
various states for the Ar

+ Ar system are given, with g the relative

weight.

Table A.I
Potential parameters for the various Ar+ + Ar states.
state

g

e(eV)

potential shape

parameters
G

V
V

l

7(p) = 7 (p)

l

HP)

= Vo (p)+V}(P)

1.34

2.43

G?

1.34

2.43

G^ =
G

2

7(p) = V (P)

2

P(p) = VQ

(P)

4.0

1

0 .3

2.8

0 .3

2.8

4

=

=

1
for p<l
0.95 for p>]
240
4.03

C,

4.93

G

1

2

= 210
=

6.02

From these potentials the differential cross section has been
calculated using JWKB phase shifts (Bey80). Figure A.2 shows the
integrated differential cross section as a function of the c m .
scattering angle 0. For any 0-range we can directly derive the partial
total cross section by taking the difference of the cross section
corresponding to the two angles 0. The partial total cross section for
TT/2 <_ 0 <_ jr is equal to 10 X
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and agrees well with our assumption of

"^

Fig. A. 2
The integrated differential cross section as a function
of the scattering angle 0.
A.2

Excitation cross sections for the Ar I system

The cross section velocity p r o d u c t s , weighted over the energy
d i s t r i b u t i o n of the e l e c t r o n s , for the different excitation processes
in the Ar I system are shown in f i g . A . 3 as a function of the electron
temperature. T h e results have b e e n obtained f r o m v . d . M u l l e n
w h o h a s used the cross section values f r o m F e r r e i r a

1012

(Mul78),

(Fer76).

(4p-ion)eff

1013

B io15

o
v

io'6
1017

Fig. A.3
The cross section velocity products, weighted over the
electron energy distribution, for the excitation processes
in the Ar I system as a function of Te (Mul78).
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A.3

Ion - metastable atom collisions

Measurements on the charge exchange cross section for Cs

+ Cs

have been performed by Bullis (Bul63) over a wide energy range. At
1 eV ion energy he finds Q
increases to 1000 %

,

* % 500 Ü

and the cross section

for thermal energies.

Measurements on the same system have also been reported by
Nienstadt (Nie78) for thermal energies. The Cs atoms are polarized by
optical pumping. Using nuclear magnetic resonance (nmr), the nuclear
spin polarization in the charge exchanged Cs

ions can be detected.

The line width of the nmr is determined by the charge exchange rate at
the given experimental conditions. With the assumption <Qv> = Q<v>
he derives Q

,

* = 710 A , which is in reasonable agreement with

the results of Bullis.
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SUMMARY

This thesis deals with the description of the process of
molecular beam sampling of a Hollow Cathode Arc. The aim of the study
is twofold, i.e. investigation of the applicability of molecular beam
sampling as a plasma diagnostic and the use of a Hollow Cathode Arc
as a high intensity beam source for ground state atoms and metastable
state atoms in the superthermal energy range.
Chapter 1 deals with the scope of this study and compares
different methods for the production of molecular beams in the superthermal energy range.
In chapter 2 we review previous work on a Hollow Cathode Arc and
especially those features that are important for the experiments
reported in this thesis, including a description of the ion energy
balance.
In chapter 3 we introduce suitable models, describing the process
of molecuiar beam sampling of both ground state atoms and metastable
state atoms. Fast ground state atoms are produced by ion-atom
collisions. The intensity of ground state atoms is mainly determined
by the ionization degree n./(n.+n ) . The most important process for
the production of fast metastable atoms is excitation of fast ground
state atoms by collisions with electrons. The ratio of the intensities
of ground state atoms and metastable atoms is determined by the
electron temperature.
The experimental facilities, i.e. the Hollow Cathode Arc,the
time-of-flight machine and the dye laser system are described in
chapter 4. The main limitation of operating a Hollw Cathode Arc stems
from the life time of the cathode, which is very sensitive for
impurities in the gas feed and the vacuum system. Typical life times
are of the order of 10-40 hours, dependent on the gas and the cathode
material used.
In chapter 5 we describe an alternative detection scheme for
ground state atoms. This scheme uses the most characteristic feature
of a molecular beam, i.e. directivity. Background suppression is of
the order of 10 , which is large compared with an ionization detector.
In an optimum configuration the detection efficiency is somewhat lower
than that of an ionization detector.
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Chapter 6 deals with experimental results on the molecular beam
19
20 —3
sampling of a low density plasma (densities 1 0 - 1 0
m ) in the
long arc configuration. The intensity of the fast ground state atoms
is in good agreement with the intensities predicted by our models,
both in general behaviour and in absolute value. From the velocity
dependent ratio of the intensities of ground state atoms and
metastable state atoms the electron temperature has been derived.
Using the ion energy balance and the model on the process of the
molecular beam sampling we can derive the ion and neutral density
in the plasma.
21
22
The results on the short arc configuration (densities 10 -10
_3
m

) are discussed in chapter 7. These experiments show that the

Hollow Cathode Arc is well suited as a primary beam source for elastic
and inelastic scattering experiments. Intensities are of the order of
10-10

s~'sr

mm

for metastable atoms.
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for ground state atoms and 10

-10

s

sr

mm

SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift wordt de molekuulbundel-analyse van een Holle
Kathode Boog beschreven. De doelstelling is tweeledig. Enerzijds is
onderzoek verricht naar de toepasbaarheid van molekuulbundel-analyse
als plasma diagnostiek. Anderzijds willen we nagaan in hoeverre de
Holle Kathode Boog gebruikt kan worden als intense molekuulstraalbron
van snelle atomen in the grondtoestand en in metastabiele toestanden.
Hoofdstuk 1 beschrijft de doelstelling van het onderzoek. Tevens
bespreken we verschillende methoden van de produktie van atomen in
het superthermische energiegebied.
Hoofdstuk 2 geeft een kort overzicht van de bestaande literatuur
over de Holle Kathode Bogen. We behandelen vooral die facetten, die
van belang zijn voor het werk dat in dit proefschrift beschreven is,
i.h.b. de ionen-energiebalans.
Een theoretisch model van de mo1ekuulbunde1-vorming van snelle
atomen in de grondtoestand en in metastabiele toestanden wordt beschreven in hoofdstuk 3. Snelle grondtoestand-atomen worden gevormd
bij botsingen tussen ionen en atomen. De intensiteit van de resulterende molekuulbundel wordt voornamelijk bepaald door de ionisatiegraad nj(n-+n
t'

U

) . Het belangrijkste proces voor de vorming van snelle
Tl

metastabiele atomen is de excitatie van snelle grondtoestand-atomen
door middel van botsingen met elektronen. De verhouding van de intensiteiten van grondtoestand-atomen en metastabiele atomen wordt bepaald
door de elektronentemperatuur.
Hoofdstuk 4 geeft een overzicht van de gebruikte experimentele
technieken n.l. de Holle Kathode Boog, de Looptijd-machine en de
Dye-laser. De brandtijd van een Holle Kathode Boog wordt voornamelijk
bepaald door de levensduur van de kathode. Verontreinigingen in de
gas toevoer of in het vacuum-systeem verminderen de levensduur van de
kathode drastisch. De levensduur hangt af van het soort gas en het
gebruikte kathodemateriaal. Een typische levensduur is 10-40 uur.
In hoofdstuk 5 beschrijven we een alternatieve detectiemethode
voor grondtoestand-atomen. Bij deze methode maken we gebruik van de
meest karakteristieke eigenschap van een bundel, n.l. de kleine hoekspreiding. De achtergrond-onderdrukking is hoog (10 ) , vergeleken met
de conventionele ionisatie-detector. De detector-efficiency daarentegen
is enigszins lager.
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In hoofdstuk 6 worden de experimentele resultaten van de molecuul19
20 ~3
bundel-analyse in de lange-boog-configuratie (dichtheid 10 -10
m )
besproken. De gemeten intensiteiten van snelle grondtoestand-atomen
komen goed overeen met de theoretisch berekende waarden. De elektronentemperatuur is bepaald uit de snelheidsafhankelijke verhouding van de
intensiteiten van grondtoestand-atomen en van metastabiele atomen. Met
behulp van de ionen-energiebalans en het theoretisch model voor de
productie van snelle grondtoestand-atomen hebben we de dichtheid van
ionen en van grondtoestand-atomen in het plasma bepaald.
Hoofdstuk 7 geeft een overzicht van de experimentele resultaten
21
22-3
in de korte-boog-configuratie (dichtheid 10 -10
m ) . Uit deze
resultaten blijkt dat de Holle Kathode Boog geschikt is als
primaire bron bij elastische en inelastische strooi-experimenten. De
17
18 —1 —1 —2
gemeten intensiteiten bedragen 10 -10
s sr mm
voor grondtoestandatomen en 10
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-10

s

sr

mm

voor metastabiele atomen.
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Zeer velen hebben bijgedragen aan het tot stand komen van dit proefschrift.
In de eerste plaats wil ik Herman Beijerinck bedanken voor de vele
goede suggesties en stimulerende discussies. Zijn bijdrage aan het
onderzoek is van grote waarde geweest. Zk stel het dan ook op prijs
dat hij als co-promotor in mijn promotie-commissie zitting kan nemen.
Bij het ontwerp en de bouw van de Plasmabronheeft Louis van Moll een
belangrijke inbreng gehad. Hij wist op inventieve wijze de vele technische problemen tot een goede oplossing te brengen. De in dit proefschrift beschreven laser-experimenten zijn op uitstekende wijze uitgevoerd door Martin Verheyen. In het kader van een afstudeerwerk is
aan dit project meegewerkt door Peter Uitterhoeve en Cor Pernot.
Bert Habraken, Mathieu Dumont, Tiny van Lanen, Edward Leenstra en
Jan van Hemert hebben als stagiaire meegewerkt aan het onderzoek. Voor
al hun werk ben ik hen zeer erkentelijk. Alle leden en oud-leden van
de groep Atomaire en Optische Wisselwerkingen ben ik veel dank verschuldigd voor de fijne samenwerking en de prettige sfeer. De leden
van de groep Atoom- en Plasmafysica hebben een grote bijdrage geleverd
op het gebied van de Plasmafysica en de botsings-stralings evenwichten.
Deze bijdragen aan het onderzoek zowel op fysisch als op materieel
gebied zijn onontbeerlijk geweest. De in dit proefschrift beschreven
apparatuur is op accurate wijze vervaardigd door de werkplaatsen van
de C.T.D. en van de afdeling Technische Natuurkunde. Het typewerk van
dit proefschrift is op uitstekende wijze verzorgd door Rian Teurlings.
Cor Pernot heeft alle tekeningen voor het proefschrift vervaardigd
waarvoor ik hem heel bijzonder wil bedanken.
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